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PREFATORY NOTE. 
The minutes of the former c.-onference have been called for so 
constantly, that, long before the close of the year, the supply was 
exhausted. The success of the Society of Christian Endeavor in 
developing the activity and growth of young Christians, bas been so 
marked that the inqniry after its methods bas been wide-spread. 
Societies have even been formed in foreign lands. Scotland has 
adopted the Y. P. S. C. E., and it owns a child in Foocbow, China, 
and at Honolulu, S. I. The Conference this year was far in advance 
of any previous one. The interest was sustained without flagging, 
from the opening till the close. The attendance was large, and that 
notwithstanding the fact the American lllissionary Association was 
in session at Salem. The tone of the meeting was markedly cheerful, 
vigorous and hopeful. The question whether young men and women 
are willing to engage in " thorough consecration to the Lord wa' 
splendidly answerPcl in the affirmative. The continued reference' to 
the Church as the starting point and end, under Christ, of their 
Endeavors, answered questions as to whether it interferes with the 
Church. Numerous references to revivals which had been awakened 
by the increased consecration of the young, demonstrated the im-
portance of the Society in bringing forth from its seclusion, tbP 
reserved and slumbering power in all our churches. It WtB also 
demonstrated that the Society is as well fitted for the country, and 
sparsely settled neighborhoods as for the crowded eity 'trl'l'ts. 
Such revin1ls as occurred in the parish of Rev. C. A. Gates of Deer 
Isle, Me., testify to the success of this fresh agency. It was quite 
noticeable, too, how many pastors bad begun this work in their 
churches, with much shrinking, very feeble faith; and "only as an 
experiment, because somethin9 must be done." 'Vhere thus it bad 
been started, it bad brought rich results to gladden the burdened 
shepherd. 
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It was manifest that it is all-important that the pastor be con-
stant in presence, ready in sympathy, and willing in activity. Some 
societies had failed for the one reason that the pastor had not gone 
hand and hand with it. 
This pamphlet is sent out with many prayers. It is accompanied 
with our earnest prayer that wherever it goes, the Lord will use it to 
quicken the young Christians to new devotion to the Saviour and new 
activity iu Reeking out and saving the lost. 
S. WINCHESTER ADRIANCE, 
Recording Secretary. 
Lowell, l\lass., Dec. 11, 1884. 
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CONSTITUTION OF THE WILLISTON YOl:XG PEOPLE'S SOCIETY 
OF CHRISTl.l.X EXDEA VOR. 
Na,.... This Society shall he called the " Williston Young People's 
Society of Christian Endeavor." 
Object. Its object shall he to promote an earnest Christian life among its 
members, to increase their mutual ac9uaintance, and to make them more 
useful In the service of God. 
Members/tip. The members shall consist of two classes, Active and 
A.s.soclate. 
Jlen•ber•. The Active members of this Society shall consist of all 
young people who sincerely desire to accomplish the results above speci-
fied. They shall become members upon being elected by the and 
upon signing their nalnes to the book, thereby agreeing to live up to ti1e 
requirement:;. of the constitution. 
Asaociate Jlt>rahers. Any young person u.·ho is not at present willing to be 
considered a decided Christian, may join this Society as an As ... ociate 
!llember. Such a one shall have the privileges of the Society. and shall 
have the special prayers and syn1pathy of the active members, but shall be 
excust!d from taking part in the prayer-meetings. It is hoped and expected 
that all associate members \\'ill in time become active members, and the 
Society will work and pray for this eud. 
'l'he Lookout Conunittee shall, by personal interview, 9atisry thetnselves 
of the fitness of young persons to beconie 1nembers of this Society, autl 
shall propose their 1u1.1nes at least one week before their election Uy the 
Society. 
Officers. 'fhe officer:<. of this Society shall be a Prt>sident, '"ice President 
and Secretary, "·hose duties shall be those which usually fall to snch 
officerse 
There shall also be a Prayer-meeting Con1mlttee, a Lookout Co1n1nittee, 
a Social Cnuimittee, a :Missionary Committee, n Sunday School Conuuittee. 
and a Flower Conunittee, each consisting of five aie1nbers. 
The Prayer-1neeting Conn11ittt:f'. 'J'his Cou1n1ittee shall have in charge thl• 
Fiiday evening prayer.meeting, shall "t'P that a topic i;-; as-.igned, auc.l a 
leader provi<led for each meeting. 
The Lookuut Com1nittee. It :0;hall be the duty ot the I4ookout l'o1111nittee 
to bring new rurmbers into the Society, to introduce tht>1n into thP work. 
anti to the other 1ne1ubers, and to affectionately look after and reclaiu1 any 
that seen1 to be indifferent to their dutieo;. 
Tht Social Conimittt:e. It shall be the duty of the Social Com1uittee to 
provide for the mutual acquaintance of the rnen1bers hy O<'C'asio11al 
bles, for whil•h any entertainn1ent that n1ay lie <lesired 1nay be provided. 
The Missionary Connnittee. It e.hall be the Uuty of the missionary Con1-
mittee to raise money for benevolent object.; by yuluntary contributious or 
by entertainmants, to distribute the sa1ue according to their best jntlg1nent, 
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and to account for all money thus raised to the Society. A snm not 
exceerling one-fourth of all the money thus raised may, If deemed nece&-
sary, be used for the cnrrent expenses oCtbe Society. It shall be the duty 
of this Committee also to provide for an occasional misslonar1 meeting, 
and to interest the member• of the Societ1 in all ways In missionary topics. 
The Sunday School CommiUee. It shall be the d•t1 of this Committee to 
seek out cases of sickness and sulfering among the members of the Society, 
to bring them to Che notice or the other members, and, !Kl far as possible, 
Co relieve those who may be in want. 
The Flower Committer. It shall be the duty of this Committee to provide 
flowers for the pulpit on Sunday. whenever practicable, and afterward to 
distribute the same to the sick, whenever it may be possible to do so. 
Reporn of Committees. Each Committee shull make report to the 
Society at the monthly business meeting, concerning the work of the past 
month. 
Business .Jfeetings and Elections. Business 111eetlngs can be held at the 
close of the Friday evening meeting. or at any other time, in accordance 
with the call of the President. An election of officers and committees shall 
be held once in six tnonths. )Jan1es may be proposed by a 
Conunittee appointed by the President. 
The Prayer J/1,eting. It is expected that all the active tnembers of this 
Society will be present at ei1ery 1Jlf'eting, u,iless detained by so11te absolute 
necessity, and that each one will take so1ne part, howei'f'1" slight, in et'ery rn.eeting. 
11he meetings shall be held just one hour, and at the close some time may 
be taken for Introduction and social inter<'onrse, if desired. Once each 
1nonth, an experience rrief'tin!f shall be helcl, at which each nu'.11ther shall sptak 
concerniny his progrts_, in the Christian l((,, for the past 1nonth. If any one 
chooses he can express his feelings by an appropriate verse of Scripture. 
It is t'•11r'cted that (f any one oblig,,,z to l>e absentfroni this e.rJiPrieuce nieeting 
he will send thP reason for surh absPnce by sonie one who at.tends. 
At the close of the 1nonthly experience meeting, the roll shall be called, 
and the re8pouse of the active men1Uers who are present >;hall be considered 
a rt>ne\\·ed of allegiu11ee to Christ; and if any n1cn1ber of the 
Society is absent froni the 1nonthly experience tneeting, and fu.ils to send 
an excuse, the Lookout Vommittee is expected to take the 1uune of snl•h an 
one, and. in a kindly and brotherly spirit, ascertain the reason of the 
abgencP. If any 1111'11,lwr of this is absent fr1Ul 101e.rcu."le(l from three 
consecutire e.tperience 11H,rlinys, such an one ceases to be member of the 
8(/<'iety, rrnd his nauie shall be atrickenfro11l the list ofnienibers. 
1lli:H'ellaneous. Any other comrnittees may b(" addecl nud duties as8un1ed 
by this Society which rnay in the future see1n best. 
'l'his (·an be aniended by ii two-thirds vote of the Society, 
provided that notice of such amenduient is given in 'vriting, and recorded 
by the Secretary, at least one week before the an1end1nent is acted upon. 
MINUTES. 
The thinl annnal conference of the Yonng Peoplt:'s Societies of 
Christian Endeavor was helrl 88 by appointment, in the Kirk Street 
Congregational Church, Lowell, Mass., Wednesday and Thursday, 
Oct. 28 and 24, 1884. The meeting was called to order at 10 o'clock 
of the first day by the President, Bro. W. H. Pennell of Portland, 
Me. Immediately after the calling to order a prayer-meeting was 
held, conducted by Rev. J. L. Hill of Lynn. 
After the prayer-meeting. the President took the chair. A Com-
mittee on Credentials was appointed, consisting of Bros. A. R. 
Smith of Lee, Mass., Samuel Sewall of Lowell, Chas. F. Bolton of 
Portland, life., l\lerton E. Shedd of Burlington, Vt., and H. C. 
Oldham of Portland, Me. 
President Pennell asked that a Recording Secretary he appointed 
in addition to the regular Secretary. and Rev. S. Winchester Adriance 
of Lowell, W&il. chosen. 
Mr. Bryant, of the Lowell Y. 111. C. A., extended a cordial invita-
tion to all present to avail themselves of the privileges of the rooms 
of the Association for writing letters. 
Mr. Samuel H. Thompson, President of the Kirk Street Y. P. S. 
C. E., warmly welcomed the conference to bis church and to Lowell, 
speaking in hebalf of the other societies as well as his own. 
Rev. F. E. Clark moved that n Committee on Business be ap-
pointed, and Revs. C. A. Dickinson, F. E. Clark, A. Burr of 
Melrose, Bros. C. W. Hobbs of Lynn, and C. A. Staples of Port-
land, were chosen. 
Rev. J. L. Hill called attention to the fact that there were present 
many who were not delegates, but who were deeply interested, arnl 
moved that they be granted the privilege of asking questions, and 
participating in the discussions. The motion was passed. 
On motion of Rev. C. A. Dickinson, a Committee on Nominations 
was appointed, consisting of Revs. C. A. Dickinson, F. E. Clark, 
and J. L. Hill. 
(9) 
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Then followed the reading of the President's annual address, which 
with its suggestions, is printed in the Appendix. 
The report of the treasurer, Mr. W. J. Van Patten of Burlington, 
Vt., showed that Sil.00 had been received during the past year, 
eleven societies contributing, and that the expenses had been $70.00 
for printing 1000 reports of the last Conference, leaving a balance of 
81.00. It was also mentioned that the Secretary and Executive 
Committee had been at considerable expense for printing and post-
age, but had not called on the treasurer for funds, because they 
understoOd there were none on hand. It subsequently transpired 
that the Treasurer had expended large sums from his private pnrse 
in trnveling and distributing circulars. It was recommended that 
some means should he taken to rais.e a sufficient sum for all necessary 
expenses, and not call on the officers both to do the work and pay 
the bills. The Societies contributing were those of the following 
churches: Kirk Street, Lowell, SI0.00; First Raptist, l'ortland, 
life., $10.00; Williston, Portland, !\le., $10.00; First Congrega-
tional Church, Burlington, ,-t., SI0.00; .$5.00 each from th<' Second 
Parish ChurC"h, Portland, life., Congregational Chi1rch, Freeport, 
:lie .. St. Lawrence Street Church, Portland, Me .• ImnHmucl Clmrch, 
Boston, l\Iass., aucl Congregational Church, \V oodfords, l\Ie. ; $:!.00 
e:11·h from Congregational Church, lliddeford, llk., and \Vest Congre-
gational Church, Portland, l\Ie. 
On motion of Rev. J. L. Hill both these papers were referred to 
the Businl·ss Conunittee. 
At 11 o'eloek, H"'"· S. \Vinehester Adriance presented a paper on 
the •· I·:xperience )leeting." 1\s the is the occa-
sion for the ealling of the roll, the speaker incidentally allu1h·1l to the 
nilticulty of dropping memliers, and suggest.e<l a ehange of constitu-
tiPn, hy lYhic·h thosp who \Vere absent frou1 three Aleetings 
should he pl11eed on the list of As'<>L"iate l\Iemh,•rs. and after further 
ab"•ncc should ee:N' to he members. The Jlflpt·r was further discussed 
hy R'"''"· '.'.A. Dii-kinson, F. E. Clark, J. L. Hill. and Bros. J . .F . 
. Jackson of H. S. ,Johnson of, Lowell, and J. T. 
Alling of Rochester, X. Y. The speakers were unanimous in their 
t.1·,timouy to the great worth of the Experience l\Ieeting for the 
dcwlop111cnt of ability in the young to take part in meetings. There 
was considerable difference of opinion with reference to the sugges-
tions of the paper, and it was finally refcned to the Business Com-
mittee. 
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AFTERNOON SESSION. 
At 2 o'clock session opened with singing of "Coronation," 
&nd prayer by Bro. Granville Staples of Portland. 
Mr. Alexander Menish of Portland, read a paper which h!ld been 
written by Rev. C. A. Towle of Monticello, Iowa, on the question, 
"How shllil we bring our work to the notice of the churches?" 
Mr. V&n Patteu, in connection with the paper, spoke of several 
ways in which the work of the Society had heen presented before 
various bodies, and Rev. C. A. Dickinson reported that presents· 
tion of the y: P. S. C. E. at the meeting of the New England 
Chatanqua at Framingham, in August, by Rev. J. L. Hill and him-
self, had elicited a great deal of interest, and was followed hy a volley 
of questions from the tloor. 
Rev; F. E. Clark, the father of the Y. P. S. C. E., and Pastor of 
the Phillip' Congregational Church, of South Bo<ton. read paper 
on "The distinctive features of the Society," whieh he claimed were 
three: first, frequent confession of Christ; second, association with 
other Christians ; third, active work for others on the part of e\·ery 
member. The paper is published elsewhere in the Appendix. 
Rev. C. A. Dickinson of Lowell, followed with a paper on .. Uni-
formity of Name and Constitution," in which he urged that as far '" 
possible, all societies have a common name and constitution. He 
thought the name, "Young People's Society of Christian Endeavor," 
could not be improved upon. 
The two papers were then discussed together. Re\". )fr. ( ;:it1·s of 
Deer Isle, Me., spoke of the great revival on his island, anrl the 
astonishing efficiency of the young people, so that he was fully sati'-
fied of the great blessing of the society. :\' o pince eou Id be more 
unfavorable for such an organization than his own field, so far 
removed, and yet there had come a great harvest of blessing. 
Deacon Burnham of South Boston, mentioned the help which the 
society would afford the S. S. Superintendent, and spoke of the large 
number which in his own church had been received from the So<"iety 
of Christian Endeavor. Bro. A. K. Whitcomb of the .John Stn·l't 
Church, Lowell, testified to the interest which the society awakens 
among the young, and particularly in his own church, hut that th,• 
older ones in the church, however interested they might be in the 
welfare of the young, should give them the meetings for themselves, 
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until they had become strong enough. In his own society, the older 
ones had heard that many of the young were taking part, and so they 
went in the next week to receiYe their measure of the blessing; the 
presence of so many of the older ones so overawed the young boys 
and girls, that they were as dumb as fishes. 
Bro. C. F. 'Bolton of Portland, saw no reason why the meetings of 
the young people should not increase, rather than diminish the reg-
ular church meeting ; it was the case in his own church. 
Dea. C. L. Batchelder of Sunderland, Bros. J. W. Stevenson of 
Portland, Dea. H. H. Burgess of Portland, W. H.· Pennell of Port-
land, Eli Manchester of New Haven, Samuel Sewall of Lowell, E. 
E Shepard of West Medford, and Revs. F. E. Clark, and C. A. 
Dickinson continued the discussion. 
The Business Committee reported, assigning the following busi-
ness: 
On Associate Members: Bro. Eli Manchester of New Haven, C.H. 
Oldham of Portland, and Miss Hattie Woodleigh. 
On the suggestions of Rev. S. W. Adriance concerning absentees, 
and the second and third suggestions. of Pres. Penuell's address: 
Bro. C. W. Hobbs of Lynn, Miss Eleonora Martin of Rochester, N. 
Y., and Bro. W. H. Moulton. 
On Representation and Incorporation: Rev. C. H. Gates. Bros. 
Granville Staples and W .• Johnson. 
Ou Publication: Bros. W. J. Stevenson,""· J. Van Patten, and 
Mi's Etta H. Stanwood. 
On Treasurer's Report: Bros. H. H. Burgess, H. L. Bridgman, 
and A. K. Whitcomb. 
,\t 3J10. Rev. J. L. Hill of Lynn, read a paper on ••The Y. P. 
C. E., as a means of home Evangelization." 
In the ahseuce of Rev. A. T. Dunn. who was to present a paper on 
"How to train ehiklreu for church memuership," the topie was 
opened by Rev. F. E. Ciurk, who in a brief address presented the 
n<lrnntages which the Y. P. S. C. E. possessed as a fitting school for 
the church. 
He,-. John l\foGreaham of the Primitive Methodist Church of 
Lowell, spoke of a method of class instruction which exiatecl in his 
church, for preparing children for church membership. 
OF CHRISTI.AN END EA VOil. 
EVENING SESSION. 
After singing "Nearer, My God, to Thee," the session was led in 
prayer by Rev. J. K. Mason, D. D., of Fryebo.rg, Me. Then fol-
lowed the exceedingly enc'Ouraging report of the Secretary, Bro. J. 
W. Stevenson, which is printed elsewhere. 
Then followed two very fine addresses, the first from Rev. Michael 
Bnrnham of the Immanuel Church, Boston, on the " Motives of our 
Work," and the second from Rev. A. H. Plumb, D. D., of Boston, 
upon "Christian Work." The services closed with benediction by 
Rev. C. A. Dickinson, and aft.er the services, the delegates spent 
a short time in the vestry, in becoming better acquainted with one 
another. 
SECOND DAY-MORNING SESSION. 
The proceedings of the second day opened with a prayer service 
led by Rev. J. M. Lowden, of Portland, Me. At its close President 
Pennell took the chair. 
The Committee on the Treasurer's Report reported as follows : 
"That in view of the growing interest in these societies, and the need 
of still more aggressive work, in view of the desire expressed by so 
many pastors, for more definite information as to its aims and pur-
poses, and also for the general work of this Conference, we would 
recommend the raising of 8500 to defray the necessary expenses ; 
that the Secretary call the roll of the various societies represented here, 
at the session this afternoon, to receive pledges towards the amount ; 
and that circulars be sent to all those not represented, asking for such 
sums as they may be able to contribute, each society so remitting to 
receive a report of these proceedings." After some discussion, on 
motion, it was amended, "that each member of the various societies 
be asked to contribute ten cents for the nse of the General Confer-
ence, and in the circulars sent to the societies, the object for which 
the money is required shall be stated." So amended the report was 
adopted. 
The committee on the President's suggestions concerning printing 
and publishing, reported as follows : "The Committee on Printing 
and Publishing would report, that they recommend that tbe matter of 
printing of the reports, constitutions, etc., be referred to the Execu-
tive Committee, with the recommendation that they provide as many 
ror.\'1; PF.OPUl'B 80('/ET/ES 
reporCa ""they deem necN1111ry, if therr are 1uftlcient fun<ls lo the treu-
ory. AIM>, that the •:xecuth·e Committee he requested to take early 
action in the matter of eRtabli•hing a paper In the inten>8ts or tbe 
llOCiet.iea, 1U1 we believe it would prove a grent lll'lp in forwarding the 
work." The "'port wa• adopted, with the sing\<' amendment that the 
wont "consideration, .. he substitutt'd for " act.ion." in the above. 
Th<' report of the oommittee un thP of Adriance'• 
papt•r, and on the suggestions of Mr. Pennell n11 to the withdmwal 
and di11('h1trge of memhera, Wll8, aftRr OOn8iderahle cli8C'll88ioD, OD 
motion of Bro .. \Hing, rrt11n1ecl i.o the rommittee"-for abridgment. 
The C'ommittee on :s'ominatione reported ll8 follows: It 18 &he 
opinion of your commitke, that the principle of rotation in office 
should be uhserved hy the irnlividual Soc•ieties of Christian Endeavor, 
and hy the Conference itself. But, inMmuoh 118 the interests of the 
org:mization during its formali"'· period demand peculiar and con-
secuth·e attention, tl11·y would re<'Ommend that for one .1·ear more the 
present Board of Oftlccrs. with u ... n•·f·ptloo of certain ncceHary 
changes, be <·ontinn<'d in service, 1<nd would therefi>re nomillat.e the 
following: 
Prr,,idr11t. W. II. t>J.:'.'\XEl.I., Portland, Me. 
r··it"t' Prf'.<tidf'rtt•. RP\· .• J. lt. ... ,, •. TllE•)IKJHE w. llcJr-
·1). Q,., ,.ork; Ht>v. R. \\-. B1<0KAW, SP\\' .Jt.>r8ry; A. 
STn,F. Ht•\·. E. L. .. t:. Rev. C •. \. 'l'flWLE, 
lon·a; Re\·, I.. lllluois; llev. ;;. l •. lJ. [>.,Mis-
J:p\·, .J. K. ,,,-.LEA'. 1•. D .. California; Rev. C. \V. PARK, ('.onneclf-
cut; R<>Y .. \. ·r. Ot "S'S. 
,..,-,•rrf'tary. J. \\'. of )JP. 
Tr11t,.;un·r. \\', ,J, \'As PATTES, B1,1rlington, \·r. 
E,;r1·1·utir,, ('1•11111dtt"'" 'l'he I>rri">itJ .. nt. St·l'rPtary and Trea1111rer. and Rev. 
F. E. CLARK, Rev. C. A. lll•'KI'<"''· ll. II. BI ur.1:••. and J. T. AI.LE';. 
The report wll8 accepted and adopted. 
Prayer was then offered by Rev. L. H. Hallock, Invoking the 
dh·i ne hh•s.ing upon the newlJ elected officera. 
Hn. ,J. L. Hill of Lynn. and Rev. 8. W. Adrisn<'e of Lowell, 
wen· aclded t.o the Executin· Committee, and lfov. Erastu1 Blakeslee 
of Conneeti<·ut. aIHl. Re,·. H. J. Patrick of l\lassachusetts, to the list 
of nee Presidents. 
A paper was then read hy Miss Hartshorn of South Boat.on. on 
}>rnycr-meeting Con1mittee." 
At 10.:10. Mr. W. H. Shedd of Burlington, Yt., presented a paper 
on "Tile Work of the Lookout Committee." Following him, Bro. J. 
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T. Alling of Rocheoter, N. Y., narrated the very intereoting method 
punued by tbe Lookout Committee connected with his IOCi.,ty. On 
motion or Rev. J. L. Hill, the brother wa• reque.ted by the Con-
ference to write \he 111h<taoce or hi• remarks for publication in the 
minuteo. 
At 11.20, "TIM Work or the Social Committ.,e" waa pre•ente<l 
by Bro. IO:U Manoheoter, Jr., bf Nrw Haven, Conn. 
Tblo wao followed by a paper by Bro. E. I(. Shattuck or Lowell, 
on " The Sunday School Committee." 
Mioa Etta H. or l'ortland, preaented "The 
Committee'• Work." 
The morning sl!Hion WllH clOKcd with prny<0r by Rtiv. J. (,, Hill. 
The afternoon oeuion began at ! o'clock, and Pre•i<lent PNmell 
called on Rtiv. J.M. Clreene, D. I>., or thu C'hur..t1, Low1•ll, to 
olfer prayrr. 
The Connuitttle on arul ln1·j)rvoration n·1111rtt•1I 
through R.,v, ('. II. Gates, a• follow•: 
-• Firal, 'fhu.t every IOOiety, however "''nall, ht• e11titlt•d to 011•· 1lt·lt·-
1ate. Sm ... d, That If the aociety •hall numlM•r ftfty nwml..,r•, it •hall 
be entitled to two 1h•l1•µ;at1••. Tliirfl, To 1·v1·ry a1hlitional tlfty mPm· 
hen, another .t..le1ot11tt• may be choHl'n. 
••On the auhject of l11('orporatiou, tlu· 1·01111nittt•c would n•1·01n· 
mend: 
"l'frot, That this Society beCf110e a l'"nnaneotly organiz .. 11 1 ... 1.1. 
8eeo11d, 'fbat a committet• be appointed u,.. chair, at thio m• .. tiog, 
to carry Into elfuct 011..t1 1111 a1·t of incor1••r .. tio11. 
"On the matter or Ruit·•· it i• Mll"Omm1·111lo·tl that a commltue he 
appolnwd at thU. meutint1 to pn·11:m• rul"• hi' which h<Kh ahllll ''" 
governed, am! report at the ""xt unual meetio.: or th•· ..,.,,.i .. ty." 
The qut••tion having been whetht•r the paator ,...,. 1·011•idereJ 
a delegate, u-6J&eio, the committee saitl that they "'' umlt•r<tt>Oll it. 
On motion, the report """ amen1letl "° a.. to make tbe ratio or rep-
reeent.tioo twenty-llve in•tcad of ll!ty. It was voted that the matter or Incorporation be referred tu the ExecutiYe Committee. 
The Committee on Rt'porto recommended "that blanka be prcp1uctl 
by the Executin Comu1ittcc, au1l oeot to the eocletie• to be lllied 
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out semi-yearly-in ,Janulll'Y and July of each year, and we would 
recommend that each &OCiety he urgently requested to attend to tllil 
matter or reports, u well u the matter of sending a l'Oflter of the 
offiL·er1, whenever elected." 
The report wa• adopted. 
A communication from the Business Committee wu read, recom-
mending that" the paper or Rev. C. A. Dickinson, on •Uniformity 
of Name and Constitution,' be referred to the Executive Committee, 
with instructions to report at the next annual conference, not for 
adoption necessarily, but for convenience, a- model constitution." 
Rev. J. E. Clark remarked that while necessarily the looal aocietie• 
might vary from one another, it would be com·enient that a model 
ronstitution should emanate from this body, for the benefit of those 
inquiring as to our methods. 
The Committee on Time and Place of conference reported, recom-
mending •'That the Executive Committee be requested to confer with 
the Trustees of Framingham or Chautau<jua, and endeavor to arrange 
for bot.ling the next conference during the vacation season, g., 
in the month of August, if possible. We do not think it best to rec-
ommend that this shall be anything but an experiment for next year, 
when it may be changed. or adopted as a rule if thought he•t." 
The matter was referred to the Executive Committee, with power. 
The Committee on "Associate Members," recommended that only 
those who are 110! Christians be allowed t.o join as Associate Mem-
bers. The report brought out considerable discussion, many thinking 
that if the Christians were merely associate members, without 
responsibility, it would foster inactivity, and defeat the very object 
of the Society. It was said that the requirements were so simple 
that enn a child could live up to them. Even a child can say a 
verse. Bro. Alling, from bis experience in the Rochester Sodety, 
claimed that there no such dangers, bot nrged that Associate 
!llembers be held more strictly than was evidently the case with 
many of the societies. After remarks by Bros. Alling, lllancbester, 
Stevenson, Pennell. and Revs. Clark, Dickinson, Patriek, Gates, and 
Hill, the matter was referred to the Executive Committee, who are to 
present next year a model 
Rev. l\lr. Dickinson called attention to many replies which were 
received from prominent clergymen who bad been written t.o concern-
ing the conference, who would like to be present, but could not 
on l\(lcount of other engagements ; Drs. Vincent, Phillips Brooks, 
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Withrow and others. The letter from Phillips Brooks was read to 
show the dePp interest which he takes in the society. 
The committee on the suggestion of Mr. Adriance, and other 
topics, would report as a snmmary of their report : 
lat. That the clause in our constitution which reads, " If any 
active member or this Society is absent and unexcused for three 
consecutive experience meetings, " oue ceases to be a member 
of the Society, and his name shall be stricken from the roll" -that 
this clause is not too strict. and if carefully enforced should save 
rather than cause trouble in the Society. 
2 .. d. That a card, introducing traveling members to other asso-
ciations, organized under the same plan, might be productive of good 
results. 
3d. That system or transfer from one society to another be 
arranged oo the same plan pursued by various evangelical denomina-
tions io transferring members from one church to another. 
4th. That with regard to any form of "honorable discharge," 
the committee think no action is oece88ary. 
Ou motion of Rev. J. L. Hill, the first clause of the report was 
referred to the committee on the model constitution. 
Rev. l\lr. Hill further moved that the last clauses be referred to a 
special committee, consisting of the President and Secretary, and 
Rev. Mr. Clark of Boston, with full powers to originate a form and 
supply societies who may call for them. 
The subject of transfer cards, to be given meru be rs from 
one city to another, evoked a lengthy expression of opinion. Rev. 
L. H. Hallock of Portland did not favor the system, because it made 
the sOt:iety exactly the same as the church in everything but admin-
istering the lll\craments, and that there was peril in going too far with 
the society. Rev. J. L. Hill of Lyon took the other side of tbe ques-
tion, and believed that no harm could result from the card system. 
Rev. F. E. Clark stated that the slightest danger had never yet 
resulted in the society's usurping the place of the church, but that it 
has taken its place in the same relation to the church as the Sunday 
School and the Prayer-meeting. Oo motion of Rev. J. J. Hall, of 
Auburn, Ille., the matter of Transfer Cards was laid on the table. 
The paper of Rev. M. D. Kneeland, of Fredonia, N. Y., oo 
"What is the object of our prayer-meetings ?" was referred to the 
Committee on Publication. 
Rev. Mr. Hallock made au address oo "Our Prayer-meeting," 
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defining its objects, and considering the manner in which it might be 
planned for. One of the chief fnnctions of the meeting is to train 
the members to Christian service by their speaking and praying in 
the presen<,-e of others. The prayer-meeting is the spiritual thermom· 
eter of the society, and must therefore be made much of. Prepara-
tion for the prayer-meeting must be made by the individual. There 
must be careful, thoughtful preparation, both intellectual and spirit-
ual, in order to be successful. The subject for consideration at, the 
meeting should be thoroughly stndied till one becomes familiar with 
it. In order that something valuable may be·expressed, it is desir· 
able that the subject should be studied each day. The speaking in 
prayer-meeting is measured by its spiritual stimulus, in order to gain 
which one must have much communion with God. Mr. Hallock's 
address was very interesting and instructive, and he was invited to 
reduce it to writing for the benefit of the conference report. 
(We are sorry not to print the above address, but the manuscript 
did not come. The skeleton above given is cut from the Lowell 
Courier.) 
Bro. C. W. Hobbs presented the following: " That in the mat1;'er 
of contributions to the funds of this organization, members of societies 
present be earnestly requPsted to see to it that the contributions from 
their society be sent in at as early a date as possible, in order that 
the work of pnblication, and other branches of our work, may go for-
ward withont delay." The recommendation was adopted. 
The ':question box" exercises followed. This i• an established 
feature of the conference. At noon a committee appointed for the 
purpose, collected written questions from delegates who desired 
tc make inquiry into anything connected with the working of the 
soeicty. Of these questions the president answered some, and 
assigned others to various members. There were 40 or 50 questions 
in all. 
Rev. F. E. Clark told of formation of societies at Foochow, China, 
and at Honolulu, 8. I., as an evidence of the success of the work. 
The conference took a recess 11t 4.30 p. m. until evening. 
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EVENING SESSION. 
The conference assembled for the evening session at I .80 o'clock, 
the being larger than at any previous session. Aller 
excellent singing by a choir compoeed of members of the Kirk Stre.•t 
Young People's Society, prayer was offered by Rev. Dr. Street of 
the High Street Church, Lowell. 
On motion of Mr. Stevenson, a hearty vote of thanks was ex-
t.ended to the people of Lowell, for their cordial and hospitable enter-
tainment; to the speakers who had favored the conference with 
addresses; and to those friends who had prepared addresses. and· in 
that way contributed to the success of the conference. 
On motion of Rev. Mr. Adriance 11 vote of thanks was passed to 
President Pennell and Secretary Stevenson, for the great work which 
they had done dnring the past year, and also to Treasurer \'an 
Patten for faithful and willing service at his own expense. 
Rev. Alex. l\IcKenzie, D. D., of Cambridge, was then intro<lm·ed, 
and delivered an address on the "Advantages and Disadvantages 
of Youth," closing with A moRt eloquent plea for the young. The 
address was an eloquent effort, and made a deep impression. 
The c0nference was brought to a close with the singing of the 
hymn, "Blest be the tie that binds," and the benediction by Rev :\Ir. 
Clark of South Boston. A social gathering was held in the vestry 
following the final adjournment of the conference, after which the 
delegates bade each other good bye. 
For I insert at the close, the corrected list of dele-
gates, as finally revised by the Committee on Credentials. 
THE DELf;GATES PRESE:o.;T. 
CON'SECTICt;'f. 
New Haven-Hotl'ard Aeenue j"fJciety, Eli Manchester. Jr. 
MAINE. 
Auburn-High St. Church, Ml•• Neda S. Pratt. 
Bucksport-S. N. Adamo and Lottie L. Barnard. 
Gray-Florence M. Hunt and Annie L. Bean. 
Kennebunk-Union Church, Mr. and Mr!!. llerbert S. Brigham, and 
L. G. Wentworth. 
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Portland-Firat BapU.t Ohurcl&, C. H. Oldham; Second Pari11', <:. E. 
Leach, Miss M. A. Robinson, Miss Carrie I.. Whittler, Miss Hattie 
Woodley, and Miss H. Mabel Leath; We1t Congregational. Sodetr, N. A. 
Jennings, C. S. Palmer, F. C. Blake, F. E. Sweetser, C. F. Bolton, Miss 
Clara E. Blake, Miss Carrie M. Sweetser, and Miss Susie M. Bennett; Ji£. E. 
Church, Mr. and Mrs. Perley Chase, Fred Eastman and Frank Stapl11s; 
Pine St. M. E. Church, N. M. J,add and Eva Waterhouse; Williston Church, 
Rev. L. H. Hallock, W. M. Edson, Edmund T. Garland, Harri• M. Barnes, 
Miss Annie Garland, Miss H. A. Jordan, Miss ·:i,:. H. Stauwood and 
Samuel C. Gould; St. Lawrence Street, Alexander Meulsh and Granville 
Staples; Free Will Baptist Church, Rev. J. Lowden. 
Woodfords-Congregational Church, Rev. S. \v. Adriance. 
MASSACHUSEITS. 
Lo1\'ell-.Kirk St. Church, Rev. C. A. Dickinson, Dr. H. S. Johnson, Frank 
W. Hall, Miss Alice Batchelder, Miss H. A. Lord and Miss Nellie J,eatham; 
Eliot Church, Mrs. F. P. Haggett, Louise Upton, Alice M. Hall and Flora 
Horne; High St., Arthur L. Clark, Cbarles A. )farsball, Miss Nellie Sargent 
and Miss Harriet Rea; John St., Rev. Henry T. Rose, Wm. H. Lathrop, 
'l'. E. Gibson and Channing Whitaker; Primitive Methodist Church, Rev. J. 
A. McGreaham, Wm. Crompton, E. B. WiQferbottom, J. Mason, A. Leith, 
Charles McKay, Miss Harriett Montford, Miss Alice Allen, Miss Annie 
Ashworth, Miss Gertie Chase and Miss Annie Lyson. 
Rockland-Mrs. Chester Studley. 
Charlestown- Wi11throp Church, Mr. A. L. J,. Hatch. 
Can1bridge-.\'orth Avenue Church, Edwin F. Forbes; North Avenue Con-
gregational Church, James Morrison, Emily M. Forbes and Luella B. 
Stevens. 
Auburndale-George W. Chamberlain, Calvin Cutler, Miss E. N. Little 
and .:IIiss J. M. Pickard. 
Sunderland-George P. Smith, Mrs. Stella A. Sanderson and Miss habel 
S. Chillis, G. L. Batchelder. 
Lynn-Xorth Church, Rev. James L. Hill, Clarence W. Hobbs, W. H. 
Dresser, W. J. Nutting, Miss Adelle J. Hale, Miss Xellie :IL Attwill, Mrs. 
R. Palmer, Miss Annie F. Attwlll and Mrs. James L. Hill. 
Wellesley-Rev. P. D. Cowan. 
Boston-lnnnanuel Congregational Church, W. F. Berry aud Alice M. 
Martyn; Phillips Church, Rev. F. E. Clark, Wm. Shaw, Henry E. Sawyer, 
Miss Abbie A. Miller and Miss Alice S. Mayo; Walnut Avenue, Clara z. 
Fitch. 
Halem-First Baptist Church, Jeannie C. Price, Julia W. Packard and 
George F. Terry. 
Marblehead-Miss Carrie Hamlin and Frank Broughton. 
Concord-James E. Baker and Miss Mattie P. Baker. 
Lee-Augustus R. Smith. 
Conway-Miss M. E. Fiske. 
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Melrose-Arthur M. Burr. 
Medfield-Hattie E. Richards. 
West Medford-E. E. Shepard. 
Grafton-William Loynd. 
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West Newton-Arthur R. Coe. Emma J. Mitchell, Anna C. Upham and 
Susie .M. Riley. 
Shelburne-Mrs. N. R. Williams and Miss Olive M. Trueadell. 
Plymouth-Miss Mary Dyer and Clara Z. Buckner. 
NEW HAMPSHIRE. 
Great Falls-Mrs. Annie W. Hubbard and Miss L. P. Paige. 
Hampton-Miss Mary Bingham. 
Newport-Miss Priscilla Wilcox and Miss Nellie Coffin. 
NEW YORK. 
Rochester-North Presbyterian Church, Miss L. E. Aldrich ; Central 
Church, Miss E. Martin; Central Preabyterian Church, Joseph T. Alling 
and W. A. Hubbard. 
VERMONT. 
Chester-Rev. W. J. Murphy. 
Burlington-First Congregational Church, M. E. 8hedd, Miss Mary 
Lemon, Miss Fannie Lemon and Miss Carrie Spaulding. 
(The Committee on Credentials carried awRy their report, and mistakes in the above must not be to the Recording Secretary.) 
PRESIDENT'S ADDRESS. 
ll.R. W. U. I'ENXELL, PORTLANJI, MAINE. 
()nC"e morP \\.P 111Pet In annual conft?renee to plnn for rnore etrecti.e work. 
In order that ynu ntay all nndt"rf'tand 11.01nething of what. ha!' been let 
us glance over the pa!t hiatory of our :-0.01·it•ty. Brl{"f, indeed, but not unln-
terl•sting-1 not entlrf"ly without 'u.h1P for the 
'l'hrl'e year"' ago 1a1t }"'"t•brna.ry, 11 !';01·iety of Christian Endca,·or waa 
for1nt-1l ln \\'illiston f'hnr<·h, l'ortl1111d, Me., hy 1:1 1 \', F. E. It wae 
establi•hetl to 1111 a •peclal need of till• one chnrdi, whl•·h had just been 
bless .. d with a revival among the 11eholaro of the Sahbath S•hool. Special 
tnl'('tings for prayer i111111t'cliatPly follo\\·ing th1· 8u11d1&y ..,,·hool 'ervice, for 
three or four week"' aftPr tht> week of pr11yPr, Ppec-lal 111ret .. 
ings for the young. .\11 organization, ;, n111tual pl4·1lg"e '"·Ith co11stltution, 
ri. n:une, a1ul th1• various ottlc·ers anrl conunittees, were arranged by the 
and with ft•ar and treu1bllug, the "little ont>" that was soon to 
•• becon11• a 111 tlltitude,"' \Y:t!" n111nbt•red arnoug th<' n1ea11s of Christian unr-
ture. Fro111 tin• very first. blessiug of our (jud was manircstly with 
the The gro\\·th in grare \Vas so markt>:ci that by the end of the 
first yPar, it w:1s no longer an experinH·nt. In ,June ofl88i, it "·.as thought 
to have a m"etlng of a.II iutert'eted in thf• \11,·01 k, a11d a notice to that 
effect brought delegates fro1n four so('ietie.11., and a written report from one 
otlu•r. l"o far as "." know. t hP?'e were all the Rocietles organized. 'l'he 
rapid gro\\·th and interest in ttH• work encouraged our hf'.art:-0, and the 
afternoon 1uHl evening , ... a" spP11t with proflt ht the of u Our 
Work."' 
The -.ratf'Hll'llt that such a C-0nff•rf'nc-e ha<l been held, having bef•n pub-
lishPd by .. otue of the religious papers. inquiries be<'an1e nu111(·rous as to 
the methods :uul object.R of the SociPty. So grP.at l\'as the need of son1e 
such plan, and so well did this commend itself to the jutlgment of earnest 
men and. won1en, that. "'·ith no special effort to push tht• we found 
at our second Conference, held last year, that 5() societies, with a 111e1nber-
ship of were reported. 1'here were upwards ot 70 delegates present 
from Maine, Xe"· Hampshire, Vermont and Massachusetts. Arraoge1neots 
were made for publishing IOOO copies of lhe Conference Report. It was 
thought that this number would be ample, but there has been none to sup-
ply the demand for several mouths. 
(ft) 
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Early lo the aulumn, last year, Mr. H. P. Hubbard of the International 
Newspaper Agency, of Xew Haven. kindly Yolunteered to aid the Executive 
Committee, free or eh•rge, by advertising the work lo kindly disposed 
nel\·spapers. A mf'eting was arranged for in Bo:-o.ton, at which Rev. Mr. 
Clark and Mr. Van Patten met Mr. Hubbard, and the details of the plan 
were completed. aclvertise111ent was sent to five hurtdred ne\\o·spapen, 
religious as well as secular, in the United These papers were so 
well selected that nearly or quite every ..;tate l\ras reached, and all 
lcal denominations l<mnd the advertisement In their own papers. Some 
recognition of this kindly service of Hnbbanl I hope will be acknowl-
edged by thi• Conferenee. This witle-spread introrluctlon brought hun-
of inquiries which we have endeavored to ans\\-l'f prornptly. 
We found ourselves at the beginuinJ! of this Conference year sadly en1bar-
rassed for want of some printed runtter to snppJy the oft.repeated request 
for inCorn1ation. llany copit>s of a little tract, Children at the 
Church Door.'' publisbetJ and furnished gratuitously by the Congregational 
PubUshing Society oC Boston, have been used. These, with the Conference 
Reports, besides many hundred copie@ of a model constitution. copied froLn 
that of the Winooski Church, Burlington, and to the 
Executive Committee by )Ir. \ ... au Patten, your treasurer, have been n8ed 
to ansy,·cr inquiries for inforn1ation. 
Realizing the need of having the clearest information upon thf' subject. 
posslhle. llr. Van Pntteu pnrcb11.sed for the use of the Executive Conunittee, 
upon bis own account. 1.000 copies of Rev. )Ir. book, •"The (:hil· 
dren and the Church.'" 'fhese have been used qnite frePly. but not so much 
so as if purchased frou1 a gt>neral fund.. although justice cornpeL" 1ne to 
that the order frotu Mr. Van Patten to use them with the utmost 
freedom. 
Early in December a circular \\·as sent by your Executive Committee to 
each socieiy desiring information that n1igbt be used during the ''Teek of 
Prayer. A generous respon8-e was received. and early in January another 
circular, embodjiog the principal pit.rt of this information, was sent out, 
asking the prayers of all interested in the work, upon the day set apart for 
prayer for young. Consitl.erable i1nportance 'vas 1ua<le of this in 
places, the elrcular being read in the 1neeting, aud the kno\\·lt·<lge thus 
obtained inspirec.J. the prayers of faithful for God's bJessing upon 
the work and the workers. 
The correspondence with which I have been favored has revealed to me 
many Ifractical suggestions to which I call your attention, and if thought of 
importance enough would ask you to refer them to son1e appropriate 
co1nmittee. 
ASSOCIATE 
Our Constitution provides for Associate Members, but does not define 
yery clearly their relation to the Society. In some cases they are expected 
to be prf'seut at each meeting, and must answer to roll call. and are 
amenable to the rules governing _\ctive Members; while in some societies 
they are unknown except at sociables. I would suggest that their relation• 
to the Society be defined by this Conference. 
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My experience leads me to think that the ''o•tr the relado111 the better It 
will be for the A""oolate Memben. 
WITllDRA. W .A.L OR Dl.,.CllAR')IC. 
It bu sometimes bappt'n ... l that owing to cln-umota11ce1 beyond their 
control, membert tlnd themeelve1 obliged to ab•:!11t fron1 the 
whf'u a strict h1tel"}ll'f."tatlon or u absolute ueceutty"' would 
hardly eXCHlilt' them; and uufurtuuately ao1ne have joined the ctrele under 
a mlsappreben•ion or lack of appreciation of the rul8". Would It not be 
well to proYlde 1ome rule or ,...gulatlon whereby, under •np.-rvlalon 
(.iu('h u ·rero1n1ue11tlntion by tht> l_'o1nll}tttee, and the putor per-
hapfli), t111ch member"' ruay re<·,•ive honorable And I would also 
suggeEt that some rule or plan be devloed to ,...gulate the rt•i1<tlo11 of 
abaeutee1. 
CA.Rl>S. 
We have had some Inquiry for transfer cards, where membere wiAh to 
remove to so1ne place and would 1o1.ever their conecdon to join another 
society. We no rt•gnlation for this in our Couetitutlon. \Vould It not 
be well to have a settled plan, and then prepare. blank&. and request all 
societie!' to confgnu to this plan ? 'l'hia Is considered very Important In 
some or tht• older societies. 
RJ.:I'tlHT8. 
\Ye ftud great eucouragement at these conference! fron1 the report!!! of the 
work n1no11g tht> 8ocietit>s. I think it la owing to the Annual Conference 
uud the of the infor1nation r.-ceived, that our work has 
become so widely known. In view of this fact would It not be well to 
recouunen<l so1ne plan of regular repon !'.f'o1i-yea.rly or quarterly, together 
\\'ith a roster of officers when electt•d ? 'Ve have found ft very difficult to 
correspond with when "·e have only known the pastor'!! na111e, if 
he shall have gone to some other field of labor. 
TIME OF CONFERENCE. 
So n1any of our estimable are detained from these conrereoees 
by their dutiP:- in the school room as pupils or teachers. that It would Reem 
\\·i...,t• to exa1nine carefully wht•thfr some time aud place n1ay be selected 
that \Viii accouuuodatP a larger nu1nber. 
If it were po::.sihlt> to ... t>leet son1e Chautauqua, or Framingham, or Ocean 
Park, where in the vacation season we could meet to confer and legislate 
upon the \\·ork, it would be a great thing for our Society. 
PUBLISHIXG 
\Ve are greatly embarras'<'ll by inquiries for reports, constitutions, circu-
lars, etc. If \\'e can do so, it "·ould to be wise to select a Publishing 
Co111111ittec, who shall en<leavor to supply the dernan•l. We are hopJug 
very earuestly for the time when we may have a periodical devoted to our 
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serviee that shall be an organ or interchange or thought and experience in 
Christian endeavor. It will become your duty to say If this time le yet 
come. 
(The page of the President'• addreBS, containing suggestions with refer-
ence to Incorporation aml Representation Is missing.) 
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LowELL, Mus., Oet. :!:!, 188i. 
The thin) annual report, which is now eubmitted to you, might 1K• 
oondensed into one word, .. Pro!!re••·" The 11rogress is manireet in 
the increased and increasing number of sodPties. in the enlargement 
of their membership. in the widening 'JllH're or their n•efulness, and 
in the ingathering of precious, young souls iuto the fold of'• the Good 
ShepbenL" 
It i• to know thot our plnn is rapidly working ita way 
into favor, and that it is destinl'd at no .n·ry distant day to he 
very important factor in I.be evangelizntion or the world. 
Thnt yon may not be wenried with an extended report. let us take 
a hrief glanee by way of c·mnparison at the figure• of IR-":l and 1884, 
th11t we may gain some idea of the advance that ha• heen made. 
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of the rPpresented as " gain over last ,year, 
have heen orgauizl·d sinC'e Conference. the halanee 1tad fJeen 
c>-t:>l1lishecl hut not reported. Besides the societies which have sent 
reports, there nre very many more known to exist, but which have, 
for some reason, neVPr report<•<! to headquarters. Jt bas heen <·sti-
mated by one who is in a position ,/,o judge correctly of work among 
the young, that there are not far from six hundred societies in adive 
operation. A society bas heen formed in Honolulu, from which we 
shall hope to bear at our next conference. 
The clenomiuational representation remains in about the same pro-
portion or disproportion as last year, and is as follows: 
Bap., 10 
Meth., 7 
Chr., 1 
Pres., 13 
('011g., 101 
Union, .a 
Dntch Ref., 2 
Cnkuowu, };j 
F. Bap., 3 
OP CHBJBTl.AN EXDE.A VOR. 27 
We dellire it to be clearly understood that this is not a denomina-
tional organization ; all evangelical denominations are cordially wel-
comed to its councils ; and it is a source of disappointment that the 
disproportion of last year still remains. lt is earnestly hoped that 
the denominations which are in the minority, will make a special 
effort to reduce the ineqnality. 
The following are the statistics of the states : 
· Loss. l Gain. i Xet. i ] I 
STATES. ! f : C:j' i ? g -
- ._, ·"'=- - =1 - - '1·.5.' c:;> ti ti. - ... 
< - .;; < --1 ____ , __ , _____________ _ 
California • . • . . • 2 166 nl 1 i:! ;;; 2G I ' 
Colorado....... 2 .59 11 fl 11 7 I I 
Connecticut • • • . 12 609 so 1 3-tH :t{ 21 54 
Illifiois.. .• .. .. . G 227 tn · ;{1."'I J:ii 13 1 
Indiana . . . . • • . . I 40 1 :! ;):!I 40 j 2 
Iowa........... a 9::! .""1-I 1-lHI i:l }Ii l'.ll Maine...... .. . :.is' 1.2:!0 520 1.74(1 990 151 10 11.i 
8, 
2-1 
53 
Maryland • • . . . . li 30 , 30' 30 1 
Massachusetts.. 43· 813' 2.Gs6: 1.-1-lli UI li -1 2>'!1 169! 
Michigan....... 5; 217 G:> 1-19 .!, HI I Minnesota... .. II :lO 11 15 I 
Miosourl. ••••.• 3: 101 . 58: 159 87' 17 5' i 211 
New Hamp1hire. 4. )13 301 143
1 
92' 36 3 10 10' 4. 
New Jersey.... 3, SJ 30: 11-1 i6 13 10 19 l:l 
New York...... 171 7il 3071 1,0781 161, 106: 17• 5 4i1 65 421 I i ! I' 
Rhode Island ... I 3 i3 al ! 
Vermont • • • • • • . 7 2fil 11 l · 2-t! 12 7! 7 5 ;'
1 Waahingt'n 'l'er. 2, 42 1 i1 :-1!1: 40 ; . 1 
10 
:J2 130 
l 
-137 
19 
16 
l 
22 
90 
Wisconsin...... -1' 182 2-111 :i:i j I I 
11
1 
2;;1 2 2i 2 __ ,_, ___ ! ______ _ 
Total...... I06j 6,066 .t,!lil, 02al 74 45 552 383 7 s2a 
Total net gain.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 816 
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It may be of interest, as well ns suggestive, to present, without 
comment, the vnl'iations which some societies have introduced into 
their constitutions. Io searching for these changes, we thnt 
some societies provitle for a third class of members, viz., honorary. 
In one society the pastor, deacons and Sundny school superinten-
dent constitute the honorary class; another, with an eye to busi-
ness, provideH that any Of the oltier persons Who are willing to 
pay one dollar into the t1·easury mny thereby become an honorary 
member. 
Our society releases, by its coostitntion, the lady members from 
any obligation to take part in the meetings, hut gives them the privi-
lege if they so choose. Another society has an Ont District Com-
mittee, whose duty it is to take charge of, and arrnn'ge for meetings 
held in out districts under the nu,pices of the society. Other 'oei1·-
ties have a Calling Committee, whose office it '" to " call ou )·oung 
people, with a view to promote acquaintanee; also to remind other 
members when calls should be made; and especially is this committee 
to visit strangers and the sick." A pastor speaks of this as his best 
committee. 
Iu addition to the methods of work suggested hy the committees 
just mentioned, there are two othe" which arc worthy of considera-
tion. ,First is the work of the Yoke Fellows" Hand, formed in the 
Howard Avenue Society, New Hnvrn, Conn. Thi• hnnd is eom1><>'ccl 
of three young men and two young ladies. It meets onre a week. 
Its object seems to he two-fold: First. to promote a purer Christian 
life and a deeper consecration of heart; secornl, to make personal effort 
for the salvation of others, more positive arnl direl'I. and hence more 
effective ; and this is accomplishc•I hy each member of the bane\ 
selecting some individual upon whom to concentrate work and prayer. 
The second of these two methods is called the · • Post System," and 
originated with Rev .. John Ren, assistant pastor of First Congt·e-
gational Church in Oakland, California, who has charge of the society 
in connection with that church. 
The plan is as follows: The society is divided according to age' 
and sex, into what are termed •·Posts." :S-ot more than fifteen 
members are allowed in a post. Each post is under the charge of o. 
member of the Prayer l\Ieeting Committee, who i' called " "post 
leader," and whose duty it is to call the roll of the post, inquire shout 
the faithfulness of the members in home devotions, make the closing 
prayer, .. nd then make 1 short record of the meeting in the post 
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lea<ler's book. In a<l1lition t.o the po•t leader's IJOOk e&eb post b8ll a 
programme hook, or which the following is a sample entry, and will 
in part, at lea.•t, explain itself: 
l'ObT 9, NOVEHllER 9, 1883. 
1. Po&t leader"• work. 
2. Hymns Xu•. 94, Hi. 
3. Subject to-day P'nlH'lll'P." 
4. \"erses on 1•aeh n1P1nher In rotation reeltea or reads a 
passage of Scripture on the snhjeet of the day. and m•y follow the reading 
with any thought, feeling or word of testimony he may deolre to expre••·) 
.;. Prayers. (,\t this time all km•el. The meeting leader makee the 
first prayer, and then, in prt--arrunged order, around the entire circle, all 
who are willing follow, the post leader offering the l'lo•ing prayer.) 
6. The next subject Is, " Freely ye have recel ved, frnely give."' 
, . 'fhe next 'l'yler. 
8. 'fhe l'rayer in unisou. (Standing.) 
Nun1ber present, 3 . 
.Xurnber prayers, a. 
(Signed) ALICE E. MUXllOE, 
Meeting Leader. 
After the meeting, Alice E. Munroe the lea<ler of the evening, 
passes the programme hook to .Julia Tyler, the next meeting leader. 
The posts meet at the close of the regular meeting, in separate rooms, 
an<l no stranger is allowecl to he present unless hy in\"itation of the 
pn.;;;t leaflpr. 
The seerctary reports that the syst<>m has provccl of great value in 
increasing the spiritual power of the society. 
, In X<·w Haven, Conn., • very successful district convention was 
hel<l July with the Howard Avenue Congregationru Church. The 
diseth,ion of pnictieal topics :m<l an address hy Re,·. C. A. Dick-
inson, of Lowell, !\lass., constituted the programme for the meeting. 
The convention was <-:tiled as an experiment, but the issue was so 
safo;factory that it is expected that many such will follow. There are 
number of wide-awake societies an<l earnest workers in New 
Haven and vicinity, whose zeal and energy will bring good results 
from any undertaking in which they may engage. 
In presenting the reports of the societies it will be necessary to give 
very brief selections. 
The society in St. John, N. B., reports considerable negligence on 
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part of members, but closes with these word• : '· They pledged 
themselves to be more diligent, so that we look fur greater results, 
and feel encouraged at the prospect." 
Berkley, Cal., reports: "Among the younger members, Mpecially, 
the interest has been steady throughout the year." 
Boulder City, Col. : "There has been great progress in Christian 
11·ork among our members since our organization, ,January 1st, 1884. 
During the first quarter the work of tbe society, leading the meetings, 
&c., was confined to four or five members ; now at least three-
fourths of the members are willing to take their turns in conducting 
meetings." 
We.•t Haven, Conn. "'Ve have made a canrnss of the borough, 
very much as the Bible Society did several years ago; we have raised 
money to carpet the chapel, and are now engaged in raising more for 
a piano." 
Howard Avenue, Xew Hai·en, Conn. : '· "' e can report six con-
versions. and otbers of whom we are hopeful, in addition to the 
twenty-one who have united with the church. l\Iuch pleased with our 
first Society bas been a help to the church." 
The following societies give evidence of practical business qualities 
in the prosecution of their work : 
The society in Deer Isle, Jle., raised seventeen dollars to send a 
delegate to this ConferenG'll. Let many follow the example next year. 
The society in Woodfurds, Jfe., in addition to the development of 
Yigor and earnest purpose within itself, has been the direct means of 
starting four other societies. This is worthy of our imitation. 
Tl!e Winooski .Avenue Society of Burlinyton, n., raised fifty-five 
dollars for the support of a school under the supervision of the "l\'cw 
West Commission." 
The Central Church Society of Rocheste;-, N. Y., made di•burse-
ments as follows : 
For :S-ative Missionary in Chee Foo. China.......................... $120 
For Scholar In Alaska .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. . JOO 
For Singing Books for Grafton, Dakota .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 43 
Total ....................................................... $263 
The Second Parisi• Society in Portlanrl, Jfe .. took forty share• in 
the new "Morning Star." This society has adopted a system of 
monthly contributions which has proved very successful. 
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Phillips Church Society reports: " Meetings remarkably well at-
tended and sustained, and much good accomplished in quickening and 
strengthening young Christians. Nearly forty brought into the church 
through this means in part.'' 
It is very gratifying to have such wor<ls as the following coming 
from the pastor: ( l) '' I consider it a hopeful training school for the 
church, on which future usefulness depends in a very large measure, 
and I thank God for the plan.'' (2) " Constant weekly meetings, in 
which there has been good attendance, unvarying activity, much of 
blessing, and a steady growth on the part of the members. They are 
becoming the burden bearers in the church. I regard the society as 
exceedingly helpful.'' (3) "We are but six months old, but results 
show the wisdom of organizing the society. A closer bond of fellow-
ship, an opening for the young Christians to work, a stepping-stone to 
the church, . blessed means of grace, are among the experienced 
results of the formation of our society. Our outlook is very encour-
aging.'' ( 4) "The results of the year have exceeded all our anticipa-
tions.'' ( 5) "The success of the society has been almost a surprise, 
and a happy one to all its friends. We have had no dull meetings.'' 
(6) "We have only begun to do what we yet hope to do, but God 
has greatly blessed us, and we all feel that we have great reason to 
thank Him and take courage.'' 
Conversions are reported by several societies, and the one In Lee, 
Mass., reports " quite a nnmber of the associate members are in 
very promising spiritual condition.'' Other reports indicate "an 
obvious growth, in spiritual power and interest, on the part of 
members." 
It is pleasant to report that the little society in Acton, Me., still 
exists, and is full of faith and hope. The pastor, Rev. Wm. S. 
Thompson, reports: ''The most encouraging thing about it is the 
apparent Christian growth of its few members.'' 'Ve may well take 
a lesson of perseverance and Chri•tian courage from the society. 
These reports from the societies, and words from the pastors, are 
only a few of the many that have come to us ; and it is worthy of 
note that not a word of discouragement has been reported. Let us 
not, however, look at the past with a complacent folding of hands; 
but, rather, let what of success is seen ir1 it be an incentive to still 
further efforts, that the l\Iaster's crown may be filled and lustrous 
with redeemed souls. l\Iay our song .ever be, "Onward, Christian 
soldier;" our motto, "Christ's in life, in death nn<l in glory.'' 
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THE DISTINCTIVE FEATl;RES OF THE SOCIETY OF CHRISTL\)O 
ENDEAVOR. 
BY REV. FRA:SK E. CLARK, SOL.TH BOSTON. 
Perhaps we cannot more easily 01· accurately get at the distinguishiug 
characteristics of the Young People's Society of Christian Endeavor thar. 
by re,·ie\\·ing very· briefly the causes which gave it birth. 
X early four years ago a ,·ery llecidecl and "·idespread religious interest 
was manife3ted an1ong the children and youth in the church whPre the first 
Society of Christian Kntleavor was estabUshed. As a result of certain 
"unday School prayer meetings and other agencies of like nature, a large 
number of the boys and girls had apparently given thl·ir hearts to Christ. 
The prohlen1 began to \Veigh heavily upou the heart of the pastor and 
other meu1bers of that church: What shall "?e do for the nurture of these 
young Christians? How can they be kept and made to grow strong? With 
the pr(•sent appliances and means for fostering the Christian life of the young, 
is it safe to receive thetn into the chnrch? 'fhese and -other like qttP!';tions 
weighed upon our hearts, a.nd \Ve were forced to conft·.;;s that there was no 
adeqnate 1neans then existing for the accomplishment of the work that jnst 
then needed to be done. 'l'here \\'as. to be 8nre, the preaching seryice, but 
that could not be dcvotc<l exclusively to the building up of Christian char-
acter in the young. r11 here "?ere the prayer rueetings of the church. inter-
esting and profitable, but they cou Id not be turned into this channel. 
There was the Sunday school, to be sure, well managrd and inclispensable 
to thf'se young Christians, but it.., great object \\·a,.. and nH1 . .;t ever be, the 
hnparting of Instruction a1Hl Bihlical lore. 'rhere \\·as even the old-fash-
ioned young people's prayer 1nt·eting, attended by a fe\v and carried on by 
a of those who for the 111ost part could no longer be called young, an<l 
rarely or never participated in by who inost needed its 
Somt"thing P.lse evidently u·a:-0 ueeded for growth in the ('hristian life. 
\Vbat should be done? 'fhere \Vere the young Christians, \\'ith all their 
hopes and aspiratious, \vith their pos8ibilitie:-; for gro\vth and incalculable 
service, with the sad possibility, on the other hand, of stnute<l an<l 
lives. '\\"hat should be done for them? 'J'his was the problern which wa" 
presented to this church. 1'his is the problem which in grl•ater or le,.s 
Intensity is prPsented to church. 
1,he ftr:0:t Su('iety of Endeavor \V:\S an honest effort to solve this 
problem. It is evident. then, that its great object was to strengthen and 
quicken the dawning Chrii-;tian life, and it.;; distinguishing characteristic,;; 
will be found in the it adopts to accomplish these encl ... 
'\\'hat, then, besides the ever·to-be-ackno\\'lt>dge<l inttnence of the JloJy 
Spirit, most strengthens the da\voing Chri:'tian life? Frequent uf 
<Jhr·iat Association tcilh other Christians. uurk for others on the part 
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of''""' >ntmbtr. Theae, r would say, were a111l a1·e the three dllltlngut1hlng 
characteristics of the Young People"• Society of Christian Endeavor. Let 
me develop this thought a little. 
In the first place frequent confession of Chrll!t 11 the 
dJ•tlnguJshlng fe.ature Of these SOl'ietie•. 'fhe O:UllU Of local SOcletJeR may 
differ (thou){h It would be a most happy aud dt»1rable thing If they were 
uniform), the list of committees may be large or amall; the work under-
taken may vary according t0 the need• or the chqrcb with which the 
is connected; but there cau be no true "society of Christian 
Endeavor iffreqnent confeosion of <'hrist is not lnolsted upon as obligatory 
upon the active members. If the "Iron-clad prayer meeting rules," as 
they are soniethnes calle<l, are abrogated or quietly ignored, the organiza-
tion lose!!I its chief feature, and should no longer reckon iteelf a Society oC 
Christian En<leavor. 
Thr hnportance of this characteristic insisted on by experience and by 
the history of the yo11n11t peopte•s prayer There have been 
orgauizatious for the relipous clliture of young people established loug 
hefore the Society of Christian Endeavor was thought of. Many of them 
contained excellent ideas and acco1nplishell much good, but the trouble 
with 1nost of the1n 'va.s that thPy batl 110 ataying qualities. "'Ye dill run 
well, wh6 did hinder you," Is the epitaph which after a while might have 
been placed upon 1nost of their tombstones.· 
J..ittle by little the meetings fe11 into the of a few of the inore ready 
or the n1ore co11scientio11R. and the great nulss of young people for whom 
they '"f're 1neant, were not trained by the1n for active Christian lives. By 
all the experience of the church in all it"I and in all is the 
itnportance of frequeut confession insisted upon. Say "·hat you will about 
the beauty of unobserved Christian live.-,. "·ax p<)(•tic about the sweet-
ness of the hidcleu violet, it is true, it always ha.a been and 
aln·ays will be true, that the most bPautiful as well as the useful 
Christian are those "'·hich n1ost frPqncutly exprC'SS in some way their 
devotion to their Saviour. If the <lPvotion is in the heart it will naturall!I 
find as naturally as the snn \\"ill shine, or the violet ,,·ill exhale 
its fragrance; and it is well to furnish son1e channel through which this 
allegiance to Christ 1nay be frequently expressed. Such a. chaunel is 
furnished by the prayrr of the Young I1eople"s Society of Chris-
tian Endeavor. .\II Christians, hut young Christians in particular, need 
every safeguard and bulwark n·hich can be built up around them. The 
strict rules concerning the prayer aud experience meetings are 1neant to 
furnish just such and are n1eant to guard the o_eening Christian 
life fro1n har1u, until habit comes to reinforce Christian priuciple. You may 
say that the mies will not he fully lived up to by all; that from careless-
uess or tiluidity they will be disregarded by some. A<l1nitting that this is 
so, it llo<>' not prove their futility. 'fhe great majority will be helped and 
by the1n. It is better to have a fence nround tlie sheep fold, 
evl'n if of the hnubs do ju1up over or cra"''l untler it. than to have 
nothing between them nd the bounJless prairie, where, if they wander, 
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they will BOrely die. "But the fence Is an artltlclal restraint," you say; 
and It would be better If the lambs needed no fence to keep them from 
straying. Very true, but we must take lambs as we find them, not as they 
ought to be, and we must take young Christ.ians as we find them. 
Among the older members or our churches. almost without exception, 
those are the most aQtlve and lnftuentlal and useful who;e voices we hear 
most frequently in our n1eetings for prayer and conference, most 
frequently confess their allegiance to Christ. And this con•tant confession 
of C'hrlst Is not only the result of active labor for and of close commuoiou 
with Christ: It ls prei!mlneotly the cause of such activity and comnrnnion. 
What would the lllethoillst church have been without its clas- meeting? It 
would have been Et horn of half its power. When \\'e wisely adapt son1t· 
such system to the training of young converts, we are doubling the proha-
blllty that they will lead active religious lives, and doubling the eftlciency 
of our churches. 
This distinguished characteristic of the Societies of Christian Endeavor 
must result in revolutionizing the ideas of many concerning the prayer 
meeting. The Christian Endeavor Idea of a prayer meeting is not of a place 
where the few go to edify the many, but where the many go, each to com-
mune with Christ and to give his simple testimony for Christ. Sermons 
are entirely out of place in any prayer 1ueeting. 'l'here is no roo111 in any 
prayer meeting for long remarks and oratorical speeches. Eloquence has 
been the bane of too many prayer meetings, and between the upper and 
nether millstone of long prayers and long remarks, the breath of life 
been nearly squeezed out of many a prayer iueeting. If people \Vant ser-
tnons, or elaborate addresses, or high-sounding eloq nence, they \Viii go 
soniewhere else for them than to the prayer 1neeting. It follows, then, thnt 
If the leading characteristic of the Society of Christian Endeavor is con-
stant confession of Christ on the part of every 1nernber, then the funda-
mental idea of the prayer meeting must be a gathering of Christians for 
short and simple prayers and short and simple testin1onieo;i, a 1neeti11g into 
which personal and practical experiPnce 1nust lurg"lr cntf'r. 
I ha,.., dwelt so long upon this ftrst and chief of our 
societies, thJtt I have but a moment to devote to their other lt•JHling ehar-
acteristics. 
The second one that I have n1entioned is Con:-:.tant a8soeiatinn "·ith 
other Christians.'' The religious life is not a solitary plant that tu 
grow by Itself. It thrive• be•t in the teeming ganlen, for it ha• the won-
drous faculty of catching the fragrance and the brilliant hues of tlw other 
ftowers which unfold around it. 
The prayer meeting i:-:. the plnee "·here the young can mo·-t 
frequently meet and eom1nune "·ith his fello'l\·s, and the ntles of the Sn1·h·1y 
are meant to make such frequent a;.;.;.ociation \Vith binding upon all. 
Much, too, should be made of the social life of the Society, hoth in tlw 
prayer meeting and in the social WhPnevPr you can bring tvoo 
young Christians together as profes.!'!ed you are helping thern 
both, and increasing the likelihood of their future 
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In the third pla<'.i, actio• work for otheri on the part of etJery Is 
anothor leading charaeterlstic of our Society. This thought will be ex-
panded In the essays which are read upon the work of the various com-
mittees, and It i:annot be too strongly insisted upon as a distingui•hing 
characteristtc. 
The Society of Christian Endeal·or mPan.s to gi'fJe· eDery me11iber sornething to 
do. The committee-work keeps from twenty to forty con•tantly employed, 
and thPse frequently changed, very soon bring all the active 
men1bers into active senice. rfhf' connuittres should' he ('Onst.aut.ly on the 
look out to enlist in their work. The rules require l!\Omething of 
every al'tive n1ember every week, and thus the Society furnishes some 
e1nployn1ent in the service of Christ to eal•h of its and n1akes it 
always possible for the vigilant pastor to know whether hi• young people 
are at \\'Ork or not. 
rt· ,\·ill he admitted, npon, by every experienced Christian, 
that nothing so develops and enlarges character as constant, per-
service. 
Th(•:;te, then. are three of the of the Soeiety 
of Chri>::tian End{'a,·or :-Constant confeffsion of the l;aT:ior; constant associa-
tion with His followe·rs; constant work for Hi'm in a multitude of ieays, 
e·very member. These are elements "·hich build up character. 
are the elPtnents "·hich strengthen the da'\'tning Christian life. If 
they urP lal'king, all or any one of thent, the spiritual life bec.•omes stunted 
and sh·kly, nnd eon1parativ(•Jy \\"orthless. God grant that these features 
1nHy ever characterize our Soeieties of Christian Endeavor. 
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UNIFORMITY OF NA.ME AND CONSTITUTION. 
BT REV. C. A. DICKINSOS, LOWELL. 
The reasons tor giving a common name to our societies are many, and 
many of them are self-<0vident. 
Fii,,.t. "!."hey have a common aim, which Is the development of Christian 
character among the young. One good brother, who was not at all In 
sympathy with this movement, and who was a little jealous of his own 
authority and lolluence in a certain church, declared that be believed the 
chief aim of the Society was to make upstarts of the young people. If he 
referred to the fact that the young people are often brought to their feet In 
the prayer-meeting, we agree with him, and say, ·•Give us n1ore of this 
upstarting among our older Christians;" but. if be implied that the Society 
a presu1uptuous and over·forwurd spirit an1ong the young, he was 
greatly mistaken. It aims not to supersede the labors and influence of 
older f:hrlstians, but to direct the energies of boys and girls, of young 
men and young wo1nen, in useful channels, '.'iO that out of their activities 
there shall be de,·cloped character, as n1U!!cle conies (rom exercise. It 
alms to make young people assume not the responsibilities of their elders, 
hut those which rightfully belong to themselves. This, so far as we know. 
is the professed and real object of every society which has thus far been 
organized. 
But secondly, The methods used to accon1plish this object are the i;:aint>, 
or very similar. ·rhese n1ethods involve four ideas, \Vhich may he called 
their distinctive words, and which characterize Society of Chl"istian 
Endeavor as such, whether it be called by that name or not. These- ideas 
are expressed by the word's organization, obligatiun, 1111thoritg a11U 
Mlie,. 'fhese are the wheels of the machine, which are essPntial to the 
movement of the work. but which ought to turn as as the 
wheels of a bicycle. Organization, secured by the constitution anll 
obligation, involved in the signing of the uame to the list of acti\·e 
me1nbership; authority in a very mild for1n, e1ubodiell in the 
Committee; and sociability e111phasized by the monthly entertaiiunent. 
These will at once be recognized as the features Y:hich distinguish tht'"'l' 
societies from the ordinary young people"s meeting. 
Thirdly, With these eom1non and eomnion aim, n1ort' 
efficient organization can be by "'orking unllt·r a t•o1111uon nuu1P 
and constitution. The very idea of organization ilnpliei;o thi..-:. •ro urgaui.te, 
as I take it. does not mean to multiply, but to ..:i1nplify tlu· eonditiou..: and 
1uethods of "·ork. It aims to eliminate the confusing elements, and to gain 
the end through "·ell.-d.etined yet the 111eans. If there \Vt'rt' only 
one eociety of young in the laud, it "·ould not matter, pcrhap'."', 
whether they called themselves "'Christian helpers,,. or "'toilers," or any other 
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nn.me; but inasmuch as there are many societies, and they are all '\\'orking 
through a similar organization, and are to a88emble In conference onee a 
year, the fact of there being tnany na111es and many constitutions will be 
one of those confusing elements "·hich can but hinder the moven1ent of the 
\\·ork. 
Fourth. Uniformity of name goes a great ways toward promoting unity 
of feeling and aetion. Sympathies are often d.t>termiucd by a name. Pol!t-
ieal parties. for example, sometimes make their platjorms so nearly alike 
that, so far as the principles involved are eoncerned, it would iW' hard to 
distinguish them, but the mere fact that they are called by different names 
sets their respective. adherents in hot antagonism against each other. 
"The Young People's Society of Christian Effort" will probably not 
differ much from the" Society of Christian Endeavor," but so subtle is this 
in:ft.nence of name, that I have no Uoubt the two would be more truly one 
in sympathy: and aim, could they agree to come under a con1mon appel-
lation; and 
Fifthly, If we have the thing, we should not refuse to call it by Ito name. 
This is assuming of course that the name which belongs to it is that which 
was given to It at the outset. Those who first started out in this work have 
no patent on the name, and they receive no royalty save the gratitude of 
those who have been prh·ileged to enter into the work with them. 'fhey 
feel that this is the Lord's work, and that the· glory of it is to be given to 
him. But all things consi<lered, is it not due to tbe originators of this 
special phase of church work to recognize them by using the name which 
they have given to it. It is true th.at many dislike to be copyists of other 
people's plans. A certain sense of independence makes them shrink fl'om 
taking anything second-hand, and. this feeling has led many to reject a good 
thing or to for it a worse thing of their own invention; and 
I think, if the truth were told, it would be found that this feeling has 
been felt to a greater or less degree among all who have been Jed to 
take up this work for young people. Our first impulse was to give to 
our Society a ua1ue of its own, and to make it, as far as possible, a pecu-
liar society. 
Bnt sixthly, Can we improve upon the name? For one I think not. 
The na1ne is both euphonious and expressive. To my own mind 
it expresses exactly the' animus and interest of the Scciety. Young 
people, with hopes and aspirations, with unimpaired faculties; with tire 
in their blooll and visions in their minds, come together for what ? For 
a noble endeavor to make all their powers tell for God. They may not all 
succeed, but they will try. They will see what they can do in building 
character and strengthening the church. "Christian toilers'' they are, to be 
to be sure. but toil has a weary sound, and savors of discouragement. 
They are " Christian helpers." But helper is not broad enough to cover 
the full purpose of the organization. They are bound together in "Chris-
tian union,'" they aim at H Christian culture,'' but neither of thege terms 
brings out the distinctive character of the work as well as the phrase 
Christian Endeavor. This toil, help, union; all, that the truest 
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Christian culture may be attained. Io spirit and scope it enshrines the 
characteristic Idea of the Society. 
But seventhly, As to the uniformity of the Conatltutlon, the same reasons 
hold good. Of course the question may be raised, can the Constitution be 
improved! It la certainly not claimed for it that It Is perfect. But its 
Important principles have stood the test or criticism thus far wonderfully 
well. Time and trial will doubtle8s suggest Improvements, and one of the 
objects of these gatherings Is to discuss the workings of the plan as It now 
Is, and to make It better. Of this we may be sure, whatever we may do 
at these meetings to secure a greater uniformity of purpose, method, will be 
felt lo focreased spiritual momentum lo all the churches which we represent. 
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THE SOCIETY AS A MEANS OF HOME EVANGELIZATION. 
BY REY. J.&.HES L. HILL OF LYNY, HA.EIS. 
At the foot of the Himalaya Mountains there a,re some places, so I 
remember to have read, where they obtain fruit all the year over. In their 
mild winter It ripens on the plain, and when the fierce summer ha• seorehed 
to ashes the lowland vegetation they bring down the berries plump and 
eool from the upper elevations beside the snow. Jn the matter of fruitage 
our Society is admirably situated with refl•reuce to a like result. There are 
ideas and plans of religious work, entertained by many good people, that 
seem to provide only for an occasional harvest. EvangeJist!! beco1ne reapers. 
Their efforts must, in the necessities of the case, be spasmodic. Work that 
ls related to years of church life Is done up iu the aggregate. It is b1oicMd. 
Endeavor is put forth as if once for all. This has Cj!rtaln advantages. It 
gives accent to the word now. It dra\VS the public gaze. It has a large 
measure of eclat. \Ve <lare not resist these methods, lest haply we be 
found fighting against God. 
llut with the methods or the Spirit revealed as they are, behold I show 
you a 111ore excellent way. Every meeting of thi.s Society becomes an 
accepted thne; every Tuesday is a day of salvation. Unlike the vine \Vith 
its annual or the aloe plant which puts its entire life into its cen-
tenary flower, \Vlth it!' experience meeting in a church our Society 
there the tree of life \Vhich yielded her fruit every n1outh."' I venture to 
say it,-of all the characteristics of this organization no other one is so 
conspicuously :tdmirable us that which for the want of a term I will call Its 
deter11dni11gelr'1nent. It forces a decision. To get the personal issue closely 
joined is often, as we 1nust re1nernber with grateful joy, to get the indi-
vidual to pronounce hilnself for the great HI a1n." 'fhe very first evening 
that our book \Vas produced for signatures in our :Sorth Church Society, 
even to the astonishnient of so1ne of us, one after halting hitherto, 
.. subscribed 'vitb his hand unto the Lord and snrna1ned hin1self by the 
nan1e of Israel." Our public school syste1n provides set days for determin-
ing to what degree pupils have at length matured. So church w·ork needs, 
ancl needs nothing else so n1uch as to cause subjects of prayer and 
instruction to feel that they are wade to stand at an augle, and mn§it then 
and there by deliberate say either H yes" or H no·· to what God 
requires. 'l'o this point of. llecision our Society at every meeting brings its 
associate n1e1nbers. 'l'his evangelistic work is insisted. upon, uot only on 
account of its u111:approachable importance, but, incidentally, because it is 
susceptible of proof that nothing else so conserves the vitality and the 
continued existence of the organization. As oneu as I have been written to 
or consulted about expedients to enhance the social interest in a specific 
society, it became painfully apparent that the seeker was in search of so1ue-
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thing which exi•ts only as a manifestalion, and which can not be bad apart 
from the life which gives this desired expression. There are some societies 
that ought to be indicted for the sin of Simony, for they, like him of the 
.New are thinking of securing the n1anifestation of the Holy 
Ghost without experiencing His personal work In the life. A society can 
not be sustained by any cheap expedient. Success is not In that line. A 
society thus faced is wrong. Declamations, socials and entertalotnents, 
lndispenslble as they are In their way, will not cau•e a society to thrive. 
Dependence on them as a source of life will prove the beginning of the end. 
Self-preservation, simply cousidered on the low ground of public policy, 
requires spiritual vitality. Recreations are only occasional menns of mani-
festations, but are not the engine that n1nkes the wheels go round. '.fhese 
are beams to be sure, but they are not the sun. 
Now I maintain, furthermore, that the Society of Christian Endeavor is 
specially adapted to evangelistic work, because of the social pressure it can 
bring suddenly to bear in urging persons forward toward confession. In 
anticipation of this I addressed letters to certain successful 
evangelists and revival pastors, and ascertained that they, in their \vork, 
beside preaching, usually devise what I will call supplemental niethods. In 
a church that I kno\Y perfectly well, the minister had been forcibly urging 
the duty of immediate and hearty self-surrender. A lad wrought 
upon by the appeal that it becanle even apparent to those who were seated 
near him. But he could not quite bring himself to submit to the 
which the pastor had named. The moments were passing and he "-a,;; 
resisting, and the opportunity closibg, 'vhen a young \voman who sat 
behind him, reached forwarLI. and touched him, saying. God is talking 
with you, would you better not do what lie says?" this the little n1au 
straightened himself up to n1ake a life-long stand for God. Now it \\·-as the 
touch that did it. Your sight reproduces the scene. The picture honors the 
pastor's appeal. Nothiqg would have been accomplished without the 
tn1th. Yet what, after all, is needed is the pa.stor 1il1u<. The pastor plus the 
touch. Our society, in an oryanized way, the additional factor-
the touch-that peculiar element of humanness which is so effective in all 
practical 'Vork. 'Varm hearts must supplement ministerial n1ethod;;;, no 
n1atter ho'v efficient the methods may be. God never designed that the 'vork 
of conversion should be given over to any professional class. 1 • 1-e are 1ny 
'' '"Ye are the light of the world." Christians tbr their O\Vll 
spiritual well-being, need to be kept in sympathy with the work of the third 
person of the Trinity at the very tin1e that He brings to souls the experience 
of the washing of regeneration, and the renewing of the Holy Ghost. 
Now it ls plain that this evangelistic work conditions all \\·ork of home 
evangelization. 8on1e persons there are who seem to think that it is evan-
gelizatiOn, if, instead of spending an evening at home, you can get young 
people to pass their thne at so1ne gathering at a church. '!'here is no virtue 
in a gathering at a church, considered as such. I do not no\v think of any-
thing that is gained by an entertainment or an evening at a church, over an 
entertainment or an evening at home, simply considered as such. To what 
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ultimate account do we turn the entertainment or the evening, must of 
course be the determining question. Only once conceive that the final 
object of all our work Is evangelistic, and dignity and Importance are at 
once Imparted to the Incidental and more general work of the society. It 
ls just here that our society may be seen at Its best. Jt alms at conversion, 
and is, at the same time, organized for recruiting, so that It gathers with one 
band what with the other hand It directs to the cro•s. 'l'hls Is the crowning 
glory of the Society of Christian Endeavor, and It ought everywhere to be 
made known that it combines in the truest proportioA of any organisation in 
the church, religious !if• and religious acti11ity. It is on this idea that our 
•ociety gets Its patent. The class meeting and the prayer meeting bring 
out experience and testimony. 'l'he Sabbath School fUrnlohes instruction. 
This Society combines in the best proportions, Christian life and Christian 
endeavor. One here must exercise himself unto Godliness. Work collects 
the material through the Calling Committee and the Social Committee, 
while the purpose of the work Is to transform the material Into Christian 
vessels "meet for the llaster's use.•• The Society provides both the leaven 
and the meal. The \\'hole leaven works at every point to secure but one 
result, the leavening of the whole lump. One atom does not say to 
others, " You do it." God sets every society in the thick of an un-
leavrned n1ass. HC"rP is a phenomenon,-\\·ho can declatc it? How does it 
happen that not one of us can name a city or· town or village or hamlet in 
which every soul is truly converted to God I If there are few persons thus 
unconverted it seems deci·eed that these few shall be difficult Provi-
dence seems to design that every society should be furnished with material 
upon which to work. God's providence 'vithout, co-operates thus with God's 
sphit within. One supplies the 111aterial and the other the leavening spirit. 
Every society surrounded with u Home-heathen." Here is the society's 
missionary grounc.1. Thence, in part it draws its recruits. A boy who is 
not of the congregation, can be tolled across the church threshold much 
more easily than his father, who is confirmed in the habit of non-attendance 
at public worship. There is, fortunately, in the boy"s constitution 
something that makes hin1 ''"ant h to belong." His parents like to have 
him do so. On special occasions they will visit the church. " A little 
chilli shall lead them." Churches that I know, are languishing for want or 
such ne\v n1aterial as this process v.·ill furnish. 'fbe working of this pro-
cess is both a good thing for the material and for the church. It gives a 
church thrift and anhnation. 
Perhaps the most interesting conversion that has transpired in connec-
tion \Vith our work this autumn, 'vas that of a strong man In our neighbor· 
hood \Yho has lain at the city hospital, gub1nitting to repeated surgical 
operations, and at length to an amputation. It is the custom of our ,lower 
Comtnittee to visit the hospital every "'eek. bearing fruit and 11.owers. 
The tokens moved him. He seemed to reach out his hands toward the 
church from which young ladies with such a Christian spirit came. Afl;er 
our last Fellowship meeting the 1natron, a young lady, an active 1nem ber 
in our rnciety, said she felt like supplementing the report of the Flower 
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Committee, by testltylng to the bles•lng to the hearts of them with which 
the society's work had been fraught. In the direction of this work, and 
only a little farther on in time, are the Saviour's words, H I sick and 
ye visited me." 
Now Jet me catalogue my positions. I-The society must be, in the 
words of my theme, a " mtans." Its end is not to build Itself up. It Is to-
be an "'1angel. It Is to build itself with an object. 
Il-In organization, name and government, we will everywheie encour-
age unity, while in devising metAods of we recommend a 
study of the field; and ttie frequent changing of expedients. J,ife has great 
power of adaptation. The uses to which the consecrated life in our socie-
tle• can be put are yet but Imperfectly realized. 
111.-'fhat In violtlng neglected places-In the work of the Sunday 
School Committee-In our plans for parish violtation, we deem It best to do 
our work in our corporate capacity as a society, and this for ohjects of 
self-preservation, and for n1eriting the recognition and respect which are 
the inevitable result when a parish is belag plied l\"ith con11nittees, and 
where Apiritual life Is manifest. Our society has gone to the east aml to 
the west of ns, into places where 8ocieties do not exist, and we went as a 
aociety, which has the e1fect to unify us and impart a spirit of esprit lle 
corps. 
IV.-We are to be watchful for opportunities of co-operation In evangel-
istic work which may be undertaken by the churches under whose care 
we live. Such a spirit of helpfulness manifested itself in our society 
through an efficient Music Conimittee which took charge of the service of 
song, providing soloists and at our Sunday night gosi;pel service, 
during the last winter. 
V .-If the ideas herein before expressed are accepted. "·e must encour-
age a11odate metnbership, and not discourage It, the manner of some 
ii.'' We want the material which inPmbership furnishes, to \vork 
upon. In propounding nan1es for rnembcrship I deecn it a mistake to specify 
the sort of mernbership into "'·hicb the candidate proposes to conH'. I 
woulll have him vot.ed in simply as a member, leaving the kind of member-
ship for l1im to determine when, in an atmosphere of prayer, he goes for-
ward to sign the cont1titutton. A person will often, under the pressure of 
the spirit or the meeting, sign the roll of activP 1ue1nbership, whPn, as in 
the ordinary drift of things, he would regard himself only as a candidate 
for associate membership. 
VI.-lt is believed that we may proceed in the conduct of our society 
upon the principle that, whatever may be true of older persons, it b; still a. 
fact that children and young Christians are naturally missionaries. \Vhen 
one child finds a good place to go it is easy for hint to associate "·ith him 
a troup or others. Children readily fortn a party or an excursion. 'l'hey 
come right to the point. Their hands and feet are not tied by convention-
alities. lf you want any word to get around, send it by one child into a 
school, and it will spread. Thus, too, can they spread the word of life. 
Their warm hearts are full of magnetism, aIH.1 this is the force which gives 
rise to the phenomenon of attraction. 
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HOW SHALL WE BRING OUR WORK TO THE NOTICE OJ' 
THE CHURCHES? 
REV. CHARLES 4. TOWLE, MONTICELl..d, IOWA. 
It lo to be hoped that the work of this Conference will result not only In 
Infusing new ln•plratlon Into the heart• of workris, but In devising waye 
aml means for greatly spreading our work. The fruits of this young tree 
are already so abundant and good as to jn&tll'y Ito planting far and wide, In 
the vineyard of the Lord. It wlll be the aim of thlo pnper to suggest some 
ways by which the work of the society may be brought to the notice of the 
churches. 
!.-Persons who are already Interested In the work may do much by 
perRonal correspondence and conference. It is a work that needs to be ex-
plained to those who have no acqualntsnce with It. When pastors and 
members of our churches first read the constitntlon they almost imme-
diately come to the conclusion that it wlll not work among them. The 
machinery looks so elaborate, and the rulef' SP.em so thnt they con-
clude nt once they have not the materials among their young poople to 
make such a society a success. I tlnd thh.-impresoion quite prevalent 
about rne; and I know how to syn1pathize with those brethren. Many pa.-
tors, whose hearts are now made glad continually by the blessed work of 
this society in their churches, once •hrank with fear and trembling before 
the undertaking. They hail not much faith In It, and only dared try it he-
<'au!':e they felt that sotnething nu1st be done for thf' yonug" people. 'l'he 
objections which lie in the minds of n1ost pastors where the work has not 
been attempted, can be re1novetl best by private corresponllence or per-
sonal conference, because time cnn be taken for n full explanation of the 
matter. A pastor will also feel more free to speak definitely of the work-
ing of his o'vn society to a brother pastor privately, than: In a com1nnoi-
cation to a newspaper. Any other membPrs of a society, beSides the 
can be helpers in the matter, by writing to, or talking with acquaint-
ances in other churches where no society exists. 
II.-Ministera' meeting• mny be utilizetl to some extent in bringing our 
work to the notice of the churches. In almost every to\vn or city having 
four or five churches or more, have a meetin,c every l'tlonday morn-
ing, to talk over their 'vork. '1,here is usually a committee who prepare 
beforehand topics for discussion. Ordinarily there oughl not to be any 
ilifficnlty about getting the claims of our work before such a meeting. 
And yet I do not ren1ember ever to have seen in the pnpl"rS of our large 
cities, that this subject has been before ministers' meetings for consid-
eration. 
IIl.-Onr annual state and district religioua gatherings ought to be used; 
especially our denominational conventions. associations, conferences, etc. 
Thi• cause should now have a place in the paper• and dlscu1Sions of theae 
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bodies. These annual assemblies are beld for tbe purpo1e of considering 
questions and movements beal'ing upon tbe progre•a of Christ"s kingdom 
In the earth. What subject Is more vitally connected with the progress or 
the kingdom tban the training of our young people for Christ's service? 
From all aides comes the cry that there Is great scarcity, and even an Im-
pending dearth, of godly ministers aml Christian workers. We can clearly 
see that there ls only one source Crom which the supply can come-the re-
llgioualv lraintd y011ng These great convocations furnish an un-
usual opportunie, !or making lmpre1Blous In respect to any Christian work. 
They are gatherings of Chri•tlan people only. The most deeply interested 
workers of the churches are In council. 1'hey are or u one heart aud one 
soul,,, "ot one accortl in one place." They have come up from their 
homP.s with n great burden of work upon their heart•. They want to get 
something to carry back. The anointing of the Holy Spirit has been 
sought. Last spring, the programm.I committee fol' one of our largest 
state associations, invited a pastor to prepare a paper twenty minutes long 
on the u Society or Christilln Endeavor." rrhe invilation was a surprise to 
him, as there were very few societies in the state at that time. The paper 
W&B prepared and read before the association. The subject aroused a vny 
unexpected interest, members rising in all parts of the house to ask ques-
tions upon the subject after the rea<ling of the paper. An animated dis-
cussion followed as long as the time would permit. Thus our work was 
brought to the notice of three hundred earnest working representatives of 
the churches in one State. It may not be an easy matter, in all ca-;Ps, to 
get our c-ause before these gatherings, where so wide a variety of n1atters 
is to be considered; and yet, it ought to have friends enough now to 
secure for It a far more freqnent hearing than it has receive<l. 
IV.-Th• religiou• nl!tllspap<r should be used more to bring the work to 
the notice of the churches. 'l'he religious ne\\·spaper, iu so1ne form, goea 
Into almost every Christian fitndly, and 1neets the eye of old and young. 
The 1nost that I have seen in the papers about onr \VOt'k was really nothing 
about it at all. It was merely an a11uouncen1e11t tu the colu1nns of "'church 
news,'' that societies were oraitanlzf'd in sucl1 places at such a thne. Most 
of the pt'Ople who read the iten1s did not kno'v anything about \vhat the 
society \Vas. 'Vhat is needed is brief, bright articles setting forth the \vork, 
and detailing the particulars of it. If pastors contd break over the bounds 
of their fallse mode•ty so as to tell, in l11•tall, the work of their own oocie-
ties: bow prayer meetings are condncted, bow lookout and other commit;. 
tees do their work, how n1eetings are led, ho"· their societies liave grown. 
how many have asked for prayers, and ho\V n1nnjr conversions have taken 
place, it wouhl be the most e:fft'ctive way of bringing our work to the 
notice of the churches through the paper.. The paper should be used. It 
Is that llylng messenger which wings its way lo all directions over the 
land. entering the doors and perching upon the tables of every hon1e. 
Last surumer an article wag written for one of the religious papers of the 
interior. To the article was attached the constitution in full. In the 
next paper followlng that in which the a1ticle appeared, the editor 
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printed a note, saying extra copie1 of the pllper containing the article bad 
b•en sent for to circulate among the members of the churches. This Indi-
cated that an interest bad been awakened on the subject through the me-
dium of that paper. 'fhls method ha• this advanLRge, it brings our work 
to the notice of the largest number of persons. societies should 
also have a paper of their own. 
V .-Finally, we need a national Bf'cretary, or national secretaries, whose 
business It shall be to represent our society personally among all the 
churl'hes. Perhaps I ought to speak with hesitatllm upon tbl• poln6, llv. 
ing as I do so far from the base of our operations. I do not know that the 
time bas yet come for such a step to be taken. I shall trust the wisdom of 
this Conference upon that matter. 
But I am watching the advancing cohunns of our young host from afar. 
My heart rejoices at what God is doing, and I have large expectations 
n bout the future. But If our work is to take the place which It seems to me 
to he rnise<l up of God to 1111, ,,.P 1nui-t ha\'e a man n1in<l, heart, and 
time can be given wholly to this work. In the intel'ior, and especially in 
the farther "·est, our acres are broad, our societies widely scattered, and 
we feel the need of so1nebody to con1e nn1ong us, bringing the greetings and 
fellowship of our eastern friends. Other grPnt societies have their repre-
men, 'vhy not ours? )lay· God guide us iu bringing our work 
to the notice of the churches of the land aud the world. 
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THE LOOKOUT COMMilTEE. 
BY BRO. M. E. SHEDD, OF BURLINGTON, YT. 
I find some little difficulty in presenting this subject of the Lookout Com-
in as clear and concise n1anner I C'ouJd wish to do; principally 
for this reason: because it co•ers a ground more general and than 
specific. • In no wise can the Lookout Comn1ittee be called a mechanical 
co1nmittee, or one whose "·ork can be al"·ays foreseen, Uefinitely nH1pped 
out and divided a1nong its several ruernbers and reduced. to the straight 
jacket of routine. Such an idea of the Lookout Co111mittee, in my opinion, 
would, if cani,ed out, practically, if not entirely, destroy any gooLl effect of 
its work. 
What, then, is the J..,,ookout Committee and its part in thf' Society? The 
constitution of the society to '\\"hich I belong "It shall hP the duty 
of this committee to endeavor to find and bring ne\v n1en1bers into the 
society, report cnse" of special interest to the pa:-:tor, seek to introduce 
strangeri;:. and others, who have no connection "·ith it, to the Sunday 
School, and to confer kindly with those 1nen1bers \Yho may seetn to be 
remiss in their duties." 
It is thus seen that the committee is made the guardian of the inter-
ests {)f the combining in its field of labor the c1utiPs of recruiting 
officer, special and general and. what is al1"o of great hnportance, 
it serves as the conneeting link bet\veen the church-through the Sunday 
School-and the society, exchanging for the wisc101n and ripe expPrieneP 
of the one the activity an1 youthful fire of the other. 
But I have heard the claim n1ade that this eo1nn1ittee \\":.ts 
doing no 1nore than that "'·hich the society as a whole could tlo; or, at 
least, doing no mo.re than that whieh already b<>longell to the other com-
mittees, and hence, as all superfluous machinery is a hindrance antl drag to 
the rest of the system, the Con1rnittee should be dt>prived of its 
place. What then is the validity of the clahn which this con1n1ittee n1akes 
for its existence? shall be our next question. To say that every organiza-
tion, whether voluntary or not, mnst apportion its work and re1'ponsibili-
ties among various department<;:., is shuply to say that every organization 
must organize; for "·hat ii.;1 organization but the construtting into .uul li:1 
parts. 
The Lookout Committee thus clahns in com1non with other couunittees 
the general right of existence. The old adage-H 'Vhat's everybody's busi-
ness i'! nobody's business," is just forcible \Vhen applied to a prayer 
meeting as when applied to a rnaehine shop. It would eertain1y be a glori-
ous thing to find a society, wherein each member was fully alive to the 
need of active and aggressive and faithful in its pertbrmanee, hut 
until that time comes, we must be content to see resting on their 
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oars In the heat or the day, while othen toll on to the completion or their 
work. There Is, however, a more speclftc reason why the society still 
holds· Its place, and It 11 this: No other commltte" has aulgned to It 
duties, whleh, when faithfully dlocharged, tend in 10 large a olegree to 
further and promote the main object or the society &1 has the Lookout 
Committee. For, what Is the object of the socletyt "To promote an 
earnest and Christian life." How? "By lncrea•lng the acqualnt•nce of 
its members with one another, by cultivating the miS1lonary •plrlt, by 
active effort for the welfare or the Sabbath ocbool, and by personal lnkrest 
In the religious welfare of those on whom t'liey may have lnftuence." By 
this we see that out of four ways by which the society hopes to attain Its 
purpose, two of them, at once the most dilHcult and important, are under 
the special supervision of the Lookout Committee. 
Having thus seen; I think, the right of the committee to an existence, let 
us view It now from a prartical rather than a theorf'tical staacJpolnt, and 
examine its work. There will always be a C<•ntinual though varying 
drain upon the resources of the society as regards membersbip. A cer-
tain number "·Ill, of course, fron1 time to time, grow out of the society, as 
we might say, nml their Individual efforts turned into other channels of 
Christian work. The hand of denth will be laid upon others, perhaps 
just growing into the society, while some, with changing circumstances, 
will be called to cust their lot in other and so, from one reason 
and natne at\er na1ne will be taken oft" the roll of n1embcrs, and 
where is the force of new recruits which is to take their place? To a large 
extent the J.,ookont Committee is responsible for thie.. From church and 
Sunday sckool, fro111 ncadc1ny and office, from business life and from 
the hone, it n1nst make its selections, not of course among those who 
already have a church .home, but among that large clas$ which is always 
shifting from one place to another, with no settled hon1e or convictions. 
'rhis is al\\·ays to be found in every pluce1 and presents a good field 
of lubor to the members of the Lookout Committee. A very little thing 
will change a person's intention as to which church or Sabbath 
school he \Vill attPnd. ..,\ \varn1 shake of the hand, \Vith a hearty H Good 
mo1·ning," and nn introduction to 011e or two friends, "·ill in nine cases 
out oftrn, unless a person hns made a previous choice, bring him to the 
sanu• church the next Snnday 1nor11ing; from ehnrch t'!) the Sabbath 
sch:.ol; then to the young people's prayer 111c>eting-two steps; but how 
short. 
'fhe general of an army mny learn from his enemy about the 
menns to ac-co1nplish hi-. defrat. \,·e, asChri.;tinns, 111ay also look 
to the \Vorld in this n1atter. and note the 1uethod$ there employecl in influenc-
ing the minds of the young. Here, for instance, is a young n1an for the 
first thnc coining into LO\\·ell. lie puts up at the hotel, and as one can 
hardly. help Lloing-makes the acquaintance of the f11st young 1nan of the 
present day. The newly found friend knows all about the places of amuse-
1ncnt, knows which theatres are the 1nost pleasant and attractive,-knows 
what and where arc the 1uost fashionable do,vn-tow.n places of evening 
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resort, and, In short, not only knows all the ropes but le very willing to show 
the stranger around. All this freely offered friendship ls very welcome, and 
le very Creely accepted. Perhaps out of force of habit this young man next 
morning attends one of these churches, listens to the sern1on, and when 
through, be passes out with the congregation. No one steps up to him 
with a cordial invitation to remain, for of course It will not do to be for-
ward in any such thing. What is the result? Jt may be one thing and it 
may be another. God only knows. But will he not hold us to an account 
for not knowing? As I learn more of the world, )loth in its business and 
social relations, I feel more and more the importance of Christians present-
ing a more cheerful and cordial exterior to the youth \Vho surround them; 
and I feel sure that the Lookout Committee, backed up as it is by "the 
society, with all its cheerful surroundings, can if it l\"ill, exert a most pow-
erful inlluence for good upon the young people of to-day. It is a very easy 
thing to stand, at the close of the morning service, at the door of the c·hurch, 
and to extend a kindly invitation to any stranger present to remain nnd 
look over the Sabbath School, but none of us can tell how mueh good it 
might do. It would be my plan, if ever again upon the Lookout 
mittee, to appoint for each Sabbath two or three of the members of the 
co1nn1ittee to do that very WOl"k., thus ensuring- the fulfilment of thi.;; in1-
port.ilnt duty by so1ue competent and responsible persons. I \\·oultJ. also 
appoint one member for each prayer meeting night, whose tluty it shonld 
be to see if any strangers 'vere present. antl if so, to see that they \vere 
introduced to the me1nbers of the :":ociety. Thus \vhile all coulcl be on 
the watch for strangers, it \\'Ould be the special duty of one. 
After the last monthly meeting, which is the experience meeting, the 
Lookout Committee is expected to take the names of all "·ho \\'ere absf'nt, 
and to the reason for such absence. '!'he plan sometin1es adopted 
by our co1nruittee is this: 'fhe chairruan of the eon1n1ittee obtains the 
names of the absent members fron1 the secretary's book, and then dividing 
them among the comn1ittee as judiciously as possible, requests each one to 
see the persons whose na1nes have been hanclecl the1n, and to report at such 
ti1ne an<l place as 1nny be agreed upon. In such "'·ays as this the 'vork niay 
be equali/ divided a1nong the co1111nittee, and yet no one meniber be re-
quired to do so n1uch as to see1n burdenso1ne. 
All the above work which has been ref1;1rred to ho\vever, the 1no"t 
simple nnd the most easily accomplished of all its duties. 'fhe last of its 
duties ''is to confer kindly with those me1nbers who n1ay seem to be 
remiss in their duties." 'l'heoretically there are and shouhl be no such 
members; practically there are, ancl always 'vill be. 
'l'he question now B.rises, 'Vho is to clecide \Vho are remiss in their duty? 
Who of the committee is going to be willing to approach snch an one, and 
tell him of his error or negligence? And if the person thus approached 
refuses to acknowledge to error clain1ed to have comniitted, or the Uefi-
ciency in duty, is to be the result; '\\'hat action should then be taken? 
In answer to the :first question, it u1ay be said that those referred to a 
H remiss in their duties•• can 'he placed in two classes: 
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First. Those who are remiss In their duty to the society only; a• for ex-
ample, those non-attending or falling to take their proper part, et.-. 
Second. Those who are remiss In their duties as Christians, whether In 
relation to the society or not. 
As there will probably be very few cases, if any, of 'this last class, I will 
say nothing niorf' concerning the1n. But, if I an1 not mifl-taken, the Look-
out Committee of every society will find quite a number which may be In" 
eluded in the first clas•, or those who are remiss in their duties to the society; 
will be seldon\ i;ieen at the 'veekly prayer n1Peting; others, Ir pre1ent, 
will not be heard for their much speaking; arnl others can n•ver be per-
suaded to take cltarge of a meeting, who are perfectly able to do so. Jn 
sueh instances the only available remedy, as it seems to me, ls personal 
and effort. 'J'he chairn1an of the Lookout Committee should de-
termine who, in his best judgm1"nt, is the proper person to use the required 
lntlueuce with the member under consideration, and should then ask that 
person to mak•· the trial. Of course any such thing should be done with 
and all eharity, and. with no show of superiority. In tnany casP.s 
such intluence, when brought to bear in the right spirit, will be found 
sullll'ient; if it does not, however, the case should be brought to the at-
tention of the pastor, "·ho will follow the course "·hich seems the most 
advisable. After all this, should no good result, the case, in my opinion, 
would warrant the dropping of the member from the membership of the 
society; such step being taken only with the advice and full consent or 
the pastor, "·hen in full possession of the filcts. Such a step ho,vever, 
"·ill, I think, be scldon1 found necessary, and yet, "·hen so found, it should 
be taken with resoluteness and determination. 
But this is a 'iew of the com1nittee·s \vork which is not pleasant, and so 
let us turn to a branch of Chri-=tian \\'Ork. which, although not embraced 
an1011g its spt•eial dutieE-1, n1ight. \vith no impropriety, be added to them; 
that is, the 'vork of bringing the associate me1nbers into closer relation to 
the sol'iety, and, if persuading the1n to beeon1e Christians. '!'he 
associatf' 1uetnbership of my society i:; sinall,-not over one-fifth of the en-
tire membership. At the time of which J speak it might have been, say 30. 
As chairn1a11 of the Lookout Committee I at a loss to just how I 
could most effel'tively work an1011g the associate members. '!'here were a 
number of young men, who were, I was certain, already revolYing the 
question over nnd over in their .Dinds \\·hether they would accept ('hrist 
thPn or at :-001ue futnrP titue. .\fl.er a little I called a 111eeting of the com-
n1ittee, told them 1ny de::.ire, and asked then1 if they would unite with 
n1e in a little personal work among the associate members. They all heart-
ily joh1f'll in with me, and we apportioned an1ong ourselves the of 
different n1e1nbers as 'visely and carefully as we could. \Ve thus had only 
three Pach, and it is as.suredly not a t;ery difficult thiug- to see only 
three persons and ask then1 to become Christians. Of course I cannot say 
what the result of that effort was or will be; but I feel certain that no work 
for Christ is thrown a\vay, although we may not see its results at present. 
I would like this point discussed, "How the associate mem\>ership nl'ay 
best hf' reached." 
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Now juat a wont, In closing, as to the quallftcatlon1 needed in a member 
ot the Lookout Comoalttee. I consider OM thing ess•ntial-love for the 
society and Its work. Where a person Is Interested, there he will work with 
zeal and enthusiasm. With such l01!e within him be needs strength and 
pOVJeT from the Master. 
Scientists have dl•covered that a di!lmond has the power of retaining 
In itself rays of light, and If taken from a strong light into a darkened 
room It will emit those rays of light so a• to be plainly discernible. Soon, 
however, It bel(lns to grow dim, until all light bas left It, when It must be 
brought again luto the light to receive a new supply. So we, as members 
not only of the Lookout Committee, but of Christ's family, must not be 
content with being onu lllled with bis light and grace, but must constantly 
be and rtplenished, that our lights may so shine before meu that they 
may see our good works and glorify our Father which Is In hea,·en. 
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THE LOOKOUT COJllJlllTTEE. 
BY JOSRPH T. ALLING, E!Q., ROCHESTER, n·. 1·. 
In prosecuting the work of the Society ofC:hrlstlan Endeavor, many prol>-
lems present themselves for solution, there being perplexities peculiar to 
each department. Among the questions which demand the attention of the 
Lookout Con1mittee none is n1ore important than this :-H How may we 
prevent an occasional failure in keeping the pledge, whether of attendance 
or participation, from becoming habitual." I dare not hope that I can pre-
sent the best possible to this question; I can only present one th Rt 
has given satisfaction where It has been applied. and that may therefore 
clailn that measure of authority that must be "·ithheld from au untried ex-
. perirnent. An!nvering tersely the question, llow may we prevent an oc-
casional failure fron1 beco1ning habitual?" I shoulcl say u By looking ouS." 
a duty which falls manifestly within the province of the Lookout Commit-
tee. Any one who is to correct or prevent an evil muFOt. nt the outset, know 
clearJy \vhat that evil is and how widely it prevails. If, therefore, we wish 
to prevent further violations of our pJedged obligntio11'. \Ve must ha\·e an 
acenrRte kno,vledge as to how far, and by "'-ho111. obligations art' al-
n:a<ly violated; in other "·01·<ls, \\'e must have a ,,·eekly recortl of 
the attendance or uon-atteuUauce of each 1ne1uber, and of bis participation 
or non-participation in the meeting. As to the best n1ethod of securing 
thi.;.; record each society may choose for itself. since no one plan would, 
perhaps, prove satisfactory in all cases. I will, however, outline the method 
that is pursued in the Central Chnrch, Rochester, Xew York. "fhe chair-
n1an of the I ... ookout Committee hns t\vo s1nall books marked H active" and 
·•associate., respectively, in which the narnes of all 111embers are arranged 
alphabetically. Opposite thPse enrolled n:.unes arc ruled as n1uny columns 
as t.here are 1neetings in the quartrr1 each colurnn being headed with its 
appropriate <late. \Vith these books in his hand the chairman takes his 
position in the back part of the roo1n, and at each meeting checks the nt-
tentlance of every me1nber, active and nssociate 1 whom he can identify as 
present. At the close of the 1neeting, in order that he niay not overlook 
anyone, he calls alon<l the nan1es of those whom he has not already marked 
as prese11t," thus insuring the aecnracy of his list. For every absence he 
requests an excuse, not desiring a detailed specification of the reasons for 
sn('h absence, but regarding as entirPly E<nti .. fat'tory the simple staten1ent 
•·It ianpossihle for n1e to be In accPpting this simplP excuFoe 
it i.:;, al\vay" un<ler .. tood that the absentee can conscieutiously present it as 
a valid one in God's l"ight. Every absence thus accounted for is marked 
·•Ex.,'' and it. is the \Vork of but a few moments at any tin1e to look over 
the record and note the unexcused absences. If, after a "·C'ek or two, no 
excuse is presented 1 the name of the me1nber, together with the dates of 
his absenees, are filled in upon blanks prepared for the purpose. aud handed 
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to some member of the J.ookout Committee who endeavors to obtain the 
excu- that the member bu failed to present. Does some one object 
that tbla entails too mnch work upon the committee? Experience an•wers 
that it does not, because as soon as n1embers clearly understand that an ex-
cuse will be asked for unless it is voluntarily given, very few such requests 
are neceSIU'y, while the absences tor trivial reasons diminish in nnmbe:f 
to a marked degree. 
In addition to tbe above system of marking, the same books serve another 
purpose. As the members of the sodety take part lu the meeting they are 
checked again, so that, at the close of the meeting, a glance will show 
whether every one marked as present is also marked as having fulfilled liis 
pledge of participation. Of a single failure in this direction no notice is 
taken, as the last fifteen minutes of the hour may have been filled too full 
to accommodate all who bad put oft" speaking till that part of the meeting. 
Experience has shown tbat one such failure is usually followed by prompt 
participation in the next meeting, as the inevitable stings of conscience 
over the broken pledge are supplemented by the realization that the Look· 
out Committee is in full possession of the facts. 'l'hus a systen1 of mark-
ing, adopted sin1ply for the purpose of learning the exact extent of the 
evil tbat menaced our welfare, bas unexpectedly proved so elfectulil that 
it has done away with the evil Itself. 
In many societies too much Is expeeted of the J.ookout Committee. It 
is tnade a kind ot man-of-all-work; is expected to look up ne\\· men1bPrs; 
to watch over the social interests of the society; to see that the prayer 
meetings do not flag In Interest; and, in short, to do so mnl•h work that 
none of it can be done thoroughly. It Is a mistake, we think, to commit so 
1nany important interests to one over-worked committee. The "'·01·k of the 
Lookout Committee should be limited to t\\·o things: to looking at all candi-
dates for adml1slon, am! to looking after all members when admitle<l. By 
''looking at" I mean carefully examining all candidates for 
and making certain that they under.land the pledge and are willing to be 
held closely to the fulfihuent of its obligations. .lny "·ho are "·iliing to 
join after this clear understanding "·ill be much 1uore likely to live up to 
the ple<lge in every sense, and any who are not willing to join 011 such 
terms will be better outside than inside tht• society, a sn1all hut (·un1-
pact association, conscientiously iu earnest, is better than a larger but lC'r-s 
sincere membership. If the quantity suffer, which we donbt, the qu.Llity 
certainly ls Improved. 
"fhe second duty of the con1mittee, ••looking after," in kee11i11g-
a constant watch over every n1e1uber of the society, seeiqg that he u1J:-0ervt·8 
his pledge, and does his full duty, thus growing in his Christinn life; 11rg'-
ing all to greater efforts by the freqne11t suggestion that 01ernbers 
not try to _see how little they cau do for Christ, but rather to ho"· 
1nucb lies in their power. 'fhis oversight, to be effectual, be 111i11ute, 
extenUlng to every member, some snch 111ethotl as has been outlined h.,iug 
employed to insure accuracy. 
Jn a single word, the Com1nittee should be the External Con-
acience of the society. An individual conseit•n<.· · is valuable only as it 
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watchful, .... minding one othls tanlta, and pricking 1harpl7 at every tallnre. 
So this External C-0noclence wlll fulfll lta as It la watchtul 
and admonitory, tor upon Its strictne11 in this respect dependa the 1plritual 
effectiveness of the society, just as the spiritual life of every lndlvldnal le 
conditioned upon a strict but tender conscience. 
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THE WORK OF THE PRAYER MEETING COMlUTI'EE. 
BY MI!S HARTSHORN, OF PHILLIPS CHURCH, SOUTH BOSTON. 
I wish I might bring to yon to-day a paper CUii of valuable suggestions, 
that would be ot b•neflt to all prayer meeting committees represented here, 
and help to stimulate you to greater and more eflcl•nt work, but our so-
ciety has not been in existence quite a year, and we have not bad a great 
deal of experience in work as yet. 
As no two people work exactly alike, so I presume no two prayer meet-
ing committees manage their affairs in exactly the same manner; and al-
though ours may not be the best, and we feel sure It could be Improved, 
still it may be the most belpfUI way, for me to tell yon of our methods In 
the Phillips Church Society of Christian Endeavor. We feel as if much of 
our success is due to the wise counsel and untiring energy and help of our 
putor, Bev. F. E. Clark, the originator of all these Societies of Christian 
Endeavor. We know that we ought to be even more successful than we 
have been with encb a leader and counsellor. We certainly are very grate-
fnl that God has given us such an one, and we hope to grow stronger and 
more able to wol'k year by year. 
Our Prayer Meeting Committee consists of five members, and they have 
tried to meet as often as once In two weeks to H talk up" and confer re-
garding the Interests of that part of the society in which their particular 
work lay. In selecting topics for the meetings, the committee in the 
first place to obtain from other societies their lists of topics, and from them 
to cull those best adapted to what M'emed to be the needs of the members 
or our society. And here let me suggest, that it might be a good idea if 
all the societies would unite in a sort of Bureau of Exchange, and when-
ever a new list of topics is prepared to send one to the secretary of eac-h 
society that he may hand it to the chairman of the Prayer Meeting Com-
mittee. In this way it would seem that new and helpful topics and Ideas 
might be Interchanged, and mncb good be done. We certainly found It a 
great help to have such lists to refer to in making our selections. Any ex-
change of other thoughts and ideas appertaining to the interests of the so-
cieties might be very helpful to all. On the printed list of topics we added 
a few" hints," such as, u Pray for these meetings during the whole week;" 
"Come from your knees to meet us;'' with a friend whom you 
have invited f' u Take part early in the meeting;" and a few more of simi-
lar We had, too, that part of the Constitution which pertains to the 
prayer meeting pledge, printed on another page of the topic list, followed 
by the question, "Are we faithfully keeping our pledges made to each 
other and to God?" Whenever one refers to the list of topics for the sub-
ject of the meeting be cannot help seeing these hints, and we think they 
have been a benefit to many. 
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In selecting leaolera we try, us for as possible, to bring In all the active 
members among the young men and boys, and v.-c have, with hardly nny 
exception, found them ready and willing to do this part or their duty. We 
are fortunate enough In our soeiety to h:n·e a sulllclent number of young 
men to lead the meetings, so that It has not been nec<'<&ary to call on the 
ladles for this service, though they have always done their part In carrying 
on the work. We try to have the younger boys reel their responalbntty ht 
this direction as well as the older ones. The committee selected leader• 
for a month, but only appointed them one week In advauce of the meet-
ing. If, for any reason, the one appointed found it would be hnposslble to 
fulfil his promise he WILB expected to provltle a sub•titute. 'l'he committee 
pledged themselves to do two things: - First, to pray espedally for the 
leader each week. In doing this the leader of the meeting felt that he was 
being strengthened for the meeting, that the entire responsibility did not 
rest on him alone, but that others were asking the Father for the same help 
and blessing. 'l'he other pledge was, that each one oft.he committee would 
take part at the very beginning of the meeting. This latter plan not only 
helped the leader but it did away with the pause thnt so often comes at the 
con1n1encement of a meeting. 
At our consecration meetings, held the last Tuesday of each month, we 
expect to hear fro111 each one presE"nt, but in a sot•irty ns large ae ours it 
has been almost impossible for every one ti\ speak, so, at the close of the 
meeting, an opportunity is always given to all who ha\'l' not spoken to re-
new their consecration by rising. 
In regard to nun1bers and interest, our 1neetings hnvc been quite success-
ful, and we have been pern1itted to see son1e of the t'ruit of our efforts in 
having fifty of ow· unite with the church tluring the past year. 
Our society now nu111bers 137 :a·tive merubers a1ul 45 associate 1nembers. 
A large majority are alway.-; present at the and the time is well 
taken up. 
The Prayer Como1ittee, as far 88 they ran, try and speak to 
those who for two or three weeks do not fulfil their pledge and take som .. 
active part. Sometin1es "·e have found that notes written to the de-
Jinqurnts are better than words spoken; and again, "'e ask so1ne f1iend, bet-
ter acqnaintecl than ourselves, to speak to the111. There ate so many little 
"·ny:-; of reaching a person if one once sets out to find the opl)Ortunity. \Ve 
have, too, that great and blessed promise of our Mnster, •'Ask and ye shall 
receive." '\Ve need n111ch light from Him in carrying on this and 
"'<'can 1'ask.'' It seems to me that great responsibility rests ou 
these prayer meeting committees in every society, and '\\'e all the 
help and suggestions that "re can obtain from every source, that we may' 
do our work faithfully and well. We hope to receive many such helps and 
from this 1neeting together, that ,,·ill enable us to better build 
up onr Father's king1lo1n an1ong the young peoplt>. 
Onr stanclnrd is the highrst, und onr prayer that we may use all the 
talents God given us, be it t\VO or five or o:ily the one, that in the 
end '"e 1nay receive the blessecl "·ords, H \\'.ell tlone, good and faithful 
servants." 
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To all prayer meeting committees I would make this oue appeal,-Pray 
!'or each other. "Pray for us unto the T.ord thy God, that the Lord may 
ahow us 1.he way wherein we may walk." 
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'rHE EXPERIENCE l!IEE'IHNG. 
BY REV. 15. WINCHESTER .ADRIANCE. LOWELL, KA.88. 
The Importance of this meeting In the societies, is very quickly seen on 
an examination of the constitution of any one society. It will be there 
noted that it Is the occasion on which th& roll ls called, thus revealing by a 
sort of review, the number of invalids in the camp, and at the same time 
showing the new recruits. It thus becomes a measure of growth. It Is 
also the basis, in many societies, by which the standing or the members is 
decided, for avoidable absence from a certain number of experience meet-
ings results in the dropping of the absent ones from the roll or active mem-
bership. It Is also a sort of center, or rallying point, for the members of 
the societies. And this being very evidently the case, we believe the very 
fuct that we have a meeting with this name testifies to the important work 
of the organization, laying such stress upon this meeting. It is to be the 
means of developing, as well as beginning a Christian experience. 
But is there not more than this? Is there not in the emphasis of this 
meeting laid on the consecrated use of our experiences? It may appear in-
deed, to some, that the experience of only .: day's growth is worth very 
little. We answer, that be who thinks lightly of bis first day with Christ 
is likely to keep his one pound laid up In a napkin for more than one day. 
And we say too, again, that the man with a day's experience is more likely, 
with that small amount, to impress him that is just without, than we '\\'ith 
our many years" experience. Men in the ranks do not strain their necks to 
keep watch of the sixth or seventh rank ahead; they listen to the drum 
and watch the next rank in front. And thus it is that every stage of expe-
rience, marching along and listening to the drum-beat, is unconsciously 
looked upon by some rank next back, while Itself keeping eyes straight 
toward another life one stage In- advance. Still more, it is not unitnportant 
to lay stress upon the meeting of experiences. It is not only by solitary 
living that we are developed; it is quite as much by our felntion to each 
other. Everything in the Christian life is a channel. The experience 
meeting is the joining of these many con<luits of life, and we all kno"-
that 'vhat my one life placed against yours will not convey, manf lives, all 
sending the same influence, may convey. 
IL Having thus spoken of the importance and idea of this feature of 
the work of these societies, as made known by the experience meeting, 
we will ask whether there be not something even more than this needed, 
which is not expressed by this word. There are other names therefore by 
which the same meeting is known in other societies, or rather, in other 
branches of this society. One society calls it" the progress meeting," and 
several have adopted that name. 'lbere were those who felt that some 
would think it meant the telling of subjective conditions of their faith, their 
impulses and emotions, and thus there might be brought out too much of 
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the dlocouragements and variation• and backslidlngs or the Christian life. 
There might be too much talk about tbe "I" and too little about " the 
Christ." Some others would like to have It called the "consecration meet-
ing . ., Concerning all this. howenr, It may be answered, that evny word 
is often misused lo life. under a false deftnltloo, but for all that we must use 
It, because nothing else will take Its place. The word, therefore, as the 
name or the 1ueeting, does not amount to so 1nuch, so long as the constitu-
tion remains the same. 
III. I want r.o aay a few word• concerning some dangers, which those 
who have not adopted this society have feared as the result of this meeting. 
And we might as well say, first anti last and always, that all our meetings 
are subject to dangers. 'fhey who wait, to establish a 1neeting, until all the 
po88ible dangers are thrown out of the landscape, ought, by the same pro-
eess ot nta&Oniog, to announce next Sabbath, that '" on account of thrt'at-
eoed dangers, the prayer meetings of this church will be indefinitely post-
poned." 
Firat or all we are told that there will be an unpleasing precocity of 
Christ.Ian living, an unnatural and forced expression on the part of those 
who take part. We ehall have the lad and lass of fifteen talking like Jona-
than Edwards, anti that will be both unnatural and disgusting. Ami all 
we can answer is, that if that should take place it would indeed be both un-
natural and disgusting. And we ""Y yet, that if the boy or girl is to be pre· 
coeious either way, It is divinely better that the spirit of God shouhl touch 
and, little by little, trsosform that soul, than that the spirit of evil should 
forever darken it. And if the church of Christ is only to deal with meu 
after, in son1e remarkable way, they have gotten clear of their n1istakes, 
then I "ay the f'hurch has misunderstood its mittsion. But it i8 not the fact 
tbat the style of this meeting is stilted and unnatural. It will be found 
that the blue-eyed boys and girls talk of their ble.,ed Lord with a natural-
ness and shrinking, but a simplicity that does not give the lie to big 
blue eyes. Honest John and bluff Harry speak like their honest und bluff 
and hearty selves, albeit with son1f" trembling of utterance. 
S;>CtJnd. ..\nrl then they tell us, that these me<>tings \\'ill :-:oon degenerate 
into a for1nality of and a sameness of expression, that 'vill do 
more bar1n than good. I knew a careless Christian who mad" one luc.1 
silent for life by scolding him, because for six succes.;;:ive tneeting-.;:, he said 
the same thing; and all the while that ohler brother was apt to say the 
same thing at every meeting, although ten times as long as the lad's mPs-
sage. Our profeasor In the 1eminary used to say to us H Preach without 
notes, even if you fail a hundred times," and then he \\'ould add in lower 
tones, u but you will not fail a hundred times." And so I say to a young 
Christian In these experience meetings, H Say the same thing, if that is all 
you can think of, even if you say it for a hundred successive meetlnl?'s, but 
you wlli not say it for a hundred meetings." Therefore it does not hurt me 
tf I hear the boy or girl •ay almost the snm" thing •very time for many 
meetings; IC they shall do that out of principle of faith, I will warrant 
that lo t•n years will be right band men of their past.ors. 
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These are, Indeed, some of the dangers of our experience meetings. We 
eonfess them and we glory In them. We say that they triumphantly 1'1n-
11icate each pastor in organizing such a meeting as shall steer theAe llveo, 
fraught with such possible power in either the bud or the good, through the 
period of precocity and of broken utterance, so that t11e freight will 
not be wrecked for the harpies, but brought on toward the port. And yet, 
they are magnified far b•yond what does reo lly occur; and the warmth 
of fellowship, and the earnestness of purpose, and the growth of desire, 
and the development of power, and the 0inereaeed loyalty to the Lord Jesus 
Christ and His.church, which n1ark these meetings, occurring every monih, 
1nore than counterbalance the actual dangerd. 
IV. As to metlw<ls of carrying on this meeting. I.et me remind you 
again of the constitution. and what it says: "Once each month an experl-
euce meeting shall be hel<l, at which it is earnestly desired that each 
her shall speak concerning bis progress in the Christian life for the pailt 
month. If any one l'hooses, he can expre!ll! his feelings by an appropriate 
verse of Scripture. At the close of the monthly experience meeting the 
roll shall be callt'd, nn<l the response of the active lne1nber!."1 who are pres-
ent shall be considered a reuewed expressiou of allegiance to Christ. If 
any me1nber of this 8ociety is absent or unexcused from three consecuti'f'e 
experience such an one ceases to be a 1nen1ber of the society, and 
his na1ne shall be stricken from the list of members." 
\\'£' note here an outlook upon a meeting full of possible interest and 
\varnlth. But \Ye say, first :-'J'he usefulness of the 1neeti11g depends on 
the state of the roll. If the rule which strike• from the list the names of 
those who have been abseut three 1no11ths be adhered to, that roll call will 
be blessed. But it is a grPat breeder of discouragement and loneliness, if 
there are dead 1ne1nbers on the list, (dead, I 1uean, in u sense \Vorse than 
physical death,) and uo ans\\·er is given to the call of their names. 
And, seconcl :-1 believe I have one criticism of this rule aR to the erasing 
of thest• narnes from the list. It is not that they do not deserve it, but as 
to the interests of the kingdom. It has tended to two troubles. 'lbe one 
is the retaining of ab.sent ones on the roll, to the injury of the meeting; the 
other i> t.he prodncing of bad feeling, and the troubling of good people 
within and "'ithout. 'Ve all of us knov; the extreme of the n1at-
ter of di.;;,t·ipJine in our churches. It is a matter ,,·hich our experi-
enced ministers handle "·ith reluctance and dread. A.\nd I am sure, that as 
things are, "'e tnay, ignorantly, often injure in this \Vay. \Ye l'laim to be 
possessed of large syn1pathy; ,,,.e rlaim that \Ve desire, first of all, to help 
the '"'enk ones; and the question h;i, are we doing all we can for these? 
I venture to suggest a snbstitute, \'iz: that our eonstitution be an1ended so 
as to read •· If any active 1ue1nber of this society be abseut and unexcused 
fron1 three consecutive experience meetings, such an one ceases to be an 
active in ember, and his narne shall be placed upon the list of associate 
If any associate me1nber shall be absent from the meeting six 
he shall cease to be a n1e1nber and his name shall be stricken from 
the roll."' As it now is, the complaint reaches us that \\"e treat our erring 
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brethren and slaters worse than our associate members, and a little more 
patleuce might bring them back. By thus dropping their names on to the 
list of associate members we &Told the discouragement of ealliug their 
names when absent, and yet retain a hold on them, thus making the mat-
ter of their return more shnple, more easy and therefore more probable. 
Third. As to the method, of the meeting. 111 my own society we gave 
the whole meeting up to the calling of the roll. There was almost no an-
swering by the Dlechanical H ,. but warm response from ,,·arm 
hearts. Aft.er seven or eight names \Vere called the leader requested one 
or two prayers; often, during the roll call, members started up a hymn 
suggested by something said; often the leader announced a hymn. It has 
thus been the most delightful sort of meeting. However backward the 
me1nbers 1nigbt be at other times, at this meeting well· uigh everyone 
spoke. Now and then It was varied. The calling of names began at the 
bottom of the or at the middle, or anywhere. J .. etters frou1 absent 
members were written for and read. Sometimes the were asked 
by seats, and, beginning at the front seat, opportunity was given to each to 
resPond a.s be or she wns reached. It has thus been a unique meeting, at-
tractive to strangers, having great intluence on the unconverted, ancJ "·ann-
ing up cold hearts. In my own society we have tried to vary it. '\Ve have• 
1nade it a personal promise meeting-a personal const>cration meeting. It 
has thus been a pre-eminently personal u1eeting; and on several of these 
occasions, warmed by the manifest sympathy of the service, there have 
been words of con&eeration on the part of the unconverted, or the recently 
converted. 
Finally, to sum up the benefits of this meeting, we say, it gives a grand 
opportunity 
tl) To call in the cold, if they say no more than h present.·· 
(2) To the shrinking ones, who are earnest to do something. 
(3) To develop power of speech. thus making the meeting a Sl'hool 
for Christian activity. 
(4) Opportunity for the girls and young ladies. The church of Christ 
needs wo1uen to take part in prayer meetings.. 
(5) Healthful provocation, and stimulation given to others. 
(6) Wonderful meeting, for those not Christian8, to ri;;e an<l co1111nit 
themselves to the work. 
i2 YOUNG PEOPLE'S SOCIETIES 
WORK OF THE SOCIAL COMMITTEE. 
BY ELI MANCHESTER, JR., SEC'Y llOWARD Ao VENUE SOCIET!', 
NEW HAVEN, CONN. 
It •eems to me that the providing of simple and ha•mlees pleasure or 
amusement for the young of the church Is one, and a very important, part 
of the work of our societies. of the objects of our socletiea Is to In-
crease the n1utual acquaintance of our n1embers, or, in other words, to pro-
mote sociability In our societies and churches. In my mind the work of 
this committee ranks next In importance to that of the J..ookont Commit-
tee, hence care should be taken in choosing our men1bers. We should ha Ye 
R chairman who is fully alive to the Importance of the work, who is full to 
overflowing with enthusiasm, and who is able to enthuse others. He 
should be one who is popular with the young people, who can hold their 
respect and love, and so will be able to control order; and, above all else, 
one \Vho is an earnest Christian, and who will strive to make all the work 
of the committee such as shall be the means, with God's blessing, of win-
ning souls for the }faster. The committee itself should be composed 
wholly of Christians, and should be large e;1ough lo admit of having a 
good number present at all meetings and sociilbles held. In all of our so-
cieties '"e will find some who are shy and diffident, and who do not .;eem 
to take any pleasure in the society of others. Would it not be well to 
place oue or two of these on the Social Committee. Give them something 
to do, and see that they do it, and you will have the pleasure of seeing 
them wake up allll go to work with a spirit which will not only astonish 
others, but themselves also. I have spoken of this committee having charge 
of sociables. But is this all this committee has to do? I think not. I 
think it has a part to take in our prayer meetings, and an important part 
too. It seetns to tne that our meetings should be as free from for1nality as 
possible. I would suggest that the members of the Social Committee 
attencJ all the meetings, if possible, and, before aod aft.er \them, improve 
the 1non1ents by giving one another a corclial grasp of the hand, and a 
kind, pleasant 'vord. I have found it a good plan to have one member of 
the committee stand at the door. whose duty shall be to speak to, and 
shake hands with as many members as possible as they leave. Let this 
member, and all other members of the co1nmittee, be on the lookout for ' . l-1trangers, and try and make ntl feel welcon1e, and '"ant to co1ue again. 
These little attentions often go a long way toward winning souls for 
Christ. 
Son1e societies use their Social Co1nmittee to raise money to t'arry on the 
work. 'fhat is good to a certain extent, but it is apt to be carried too far. 
Don't let our members and friends feel as if all we wanted of them was 
their money. Don"t run sociables so near together as to tire any one; 
rather have too few than too many, and they will be appreciated more. 
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I think die Social Committee sometimes makes a mistake by eotorclog too 
strictly tbe idea that our social gatherings are for members only. To be 
sure, our members have the best and first right, but our friends should al-
ways be welcome, only let It be distinctly understood that they come by 
invitation of some member. Thus we can limit our attendance, and can 
Interest young people who are not members but who shouhl be. When we 
get these, our friends, at our gatherings, the committee should see that they 
have a pleasant time, and that the society, its objects and manner of work, 
is made perfeclly plain to tbem before they leave, and that they are Invited 
to join. Now ror a point or vital Importance, which is this: If possible, 
(and it should be possible In every society) have one or more members or 
your Social Committee constantly on the lookout for chances to speak to 
those whom we know are not on the subject of their soul"s salva-
tion. Let this matter be made an object of prayer by not only those who 
do this work, but by every other memt>er of the committee; and let the re-
sults be reported from time to time, to the conunlttee. by those who labor 
in tbis way. It should be the aim of the Social Committee, yes, of every 
committee, and every member of the society, to do all In their power to 
make our meetinge attractive, whether they be prayer meetings or social 
gatherings. In this way I believe sociability will be advanced and we <hall 
find our '1.ocieties a power for good, beeause there is a uniou of purpose. and 
a binding together of young hearts fall of Christian love and zeal, by that 
bond of all bonds the strongest and best: that of the love of the Master, and 
the earnest desire to save perishing souls. 
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THE SUNDAY SCHOOL COJIIMITTEE. 
BY I:. H. SllATTLCK, LOWELL, KASS. 
Of' all the committees connected with the Young People's Society or 
C'hristian Endeavor, there is not one of wore imvorta11ce than the Sunday 
School Committee. Its prescribed duties are to Increase the membership or 
the Sunday school and to CO-Operate with the superintendent and omcers 
in any ways which they may suggest for the bene6t of the school. 
But their work and responsibility should not end here. The main object 
and labor should be to have the Sunday school class an Introductory step 
to that no less important branch of the church, namely, the Young Peo-
ple's Prayer Meeting; and thus, while the Sunday schoor is increased, there 
will be a reflex influence on the society itself. 
Here are two auxiliaries of the church, each aiming in the same direction, 
each having its own management, but each entirely distinct. The rnembers of 
the Youug People's Society of Christian Endeavor are, \\·ith few exceptions, 
members of the Sunday school, but many in the Sunday school are not 
found' in the prayer meeting. The Sunday school Is the first stt•p, the 
prayer meeting should be the second, but ho* to have it follow is a matter 
which demands a most careful and prayerful consideration. It properly 
belongs to this brief paper to tell how the Sunday School Committee in this 
Kirk street society tried to increase our Sunday school. 
Our co1nmittee organized with the plan of keeping some record of the 
number of persons int•ited to atteud the Sunday school and also those who 
accepted the invitation. 
As it seen1ed important to increase the Sunday school from the congrega-
tion, the uarnes of those \\·ere ascertained who "·ere not already upon the 
roll a11d yet who it seerue<l ought to be, and a neat correspondence card 
was tnailed to each. 
Attention was called to this invitation from the pulpit, and a further in-
vitation extended. It was also the practice, at the close of the morning 
service, to cordially greet thP members of the congregation and strangers 
and urgently invite them into the Sunday school. This e1fort was often 
followed up during the week, aud not a few additions were gained In this 
\Vay. At the semi-annual meeting the committee reported that about 60 
personal Invitations bad been extended and about 40 had accepted, many 
becoming permanent n1embers; and the Sunday school record showed 
that fro1n an average attendance of some 225 before our society was 
formed, the number increased to the attendance of 312 at one session, which 
was the largest number there had been for many years, and it see1ns safe to 
assert that the increase was due in a great measure to the eJforts of the 
Young People's Society of Christian 
Cnlike some other committees, the Sunday School Committee is one on 
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which all can assist. All have their own circles of acquaintance, 
and ought to be able to lntroduoe at least one new scholar to their teacher, 
and, not content with thl• alone, every effort ehould be put forth on their 
part to make their cla S< aa aocial and attraeli•< as possible. 
For the purpose of increasing the eftlcieucy of our young tnen·8 elase,au<t 
of becoming better acquainted with each other, we have formed ourselves 
into an a'l!soeiatioo, meeting once a month for debate and a social time. 
Occasionally an invitation to a supper is received, and ou these special oc-
casions our pastor and wife, superintendent and wife, also the wife of oul' 
teacher, honorary n1embers, are invited, and altogether a very enjoy-
able evening is passed, our pastor, enperinteudent and teacher being enabletl 
to become better acc1ualnted with the young men, and as " result, we find 
our cl ss continues to increase in interest and 1nnnbers., 
Xow that the first St('p is taken an<l our frirnds are with us in the 
it seems. a very natural step to 1neet togetlu_.r in the same place for a 
prayer meeting, but usually this is a longer as 01any interpret a pray-
er meeting as a place of long faces and uuiutercsting n1ournful remarks, 
and at the 1uention of the prayer 1nt•Pti11g gather thf"ir coat about 
them and desire to change tin• "!uhject, but. if they can be indueed to coo1e 
in son1e evening merely to look ou, they tlnd an entirely different at111os-
phere from what they snppOSC'd, and naturally desire to co1ne again. 
So, finally, the third and all-important step It is hoped may be reached, 
when they will enter into full fellowship with the people of God, thus taking 
a stand and exerting an indnence which will lead and encourage others to 
enlist in that noble, n1anly and glorious battle in which so n1any Chrh.itian 
soldiers are engaged and upon whose banners are inscribed the words, On-
"·ard, Forward, Upward. 
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MISSIONARY WORK OF THE Y. P. S. C. E. 
MISS ETTA H. STANWOOD, PORTLA.SD, ME. 
You are here to observe the third conference of the Society of Christian 
Endeavor. It was an inspiration heaven-born that marked out thl• avenue 
of work for our youth, and to-day, all over our land, the Y. P. S. C. E. has 
become Identified with many of our churches, a )lillar ofstrengtll"and beau-
ty upon which the pastors have learned to lean. These societies have been 
equipped with able offieers and their departments of work put into trusty 
hands, •• reports have testified. By counsel and prayer Christian graces 
have multiplied, and in fraternal union strength has been found. There is, 
however, one line of work which has not been added to many of these soci-
eties and about which much has been said-the missionary work. How 
can a missionary committee become efficient and ho\v interest its society in 
this work? 
In the first place the committee should consist of those whose most ear-
nest desire is to see souls saved, 'vhose most earnest prayer is to be used in 
saving souls, and whose love for missions has a strong hold on heart and 
interest. With a n1issto11ary meeting no\v ·and then, selecting with care 
material which shall bring the work and distant workers home to all. young 
people will soon learn to love the cause and feel the burden of Christ's mis-
8-ionary ser1non resting on then1. A well-arranged 1nap ls an hnportant 
factor in a mis.sio11ary 1neeting; then n1iles are bridged, and mission sta-
tions brought to view. If the presence of some one who has labored in 
these fields can he secure<l, the story of personal experience \\'ill find its 
way into the heart, ar.d a bond of sy1npatby will unite the lonely 1uissionary 
abroad an<l the workers at ho1ne:; a syn1pathy that is not a n1ere sentinient, 
but a fellowship of prayer, mutual love and giving. The resources of intel-
ligence are bouni.lless, and the ro1nauce of missions is n1orP. thrilling than 
any story. 
During the winter months, if a society "·ill adopt some• missionary and 
his or her work as theirs, preparing clothlug, papers, scrap-books, "or any-
thi11g its generous in1pulse may suggest, interest will grow into enthusiasm, 
and 'vhat has al ,..,·ays seen1ed a myth, or at least unnecessary toil and sacri-
fice, will reveal itself as one of the most important as well as delightful 
branches of Christian work. the 1uissionary treasury will be a heeded 
as well as a needed adjunct. 
'!'here are boys and girls in China, Japan, Turkey, India, Spain, the beau-
tiful islands of the sea, and in the byways and hedges of onr o\vn South 
and West who are turning to our young people oho-day for Christian •ym-
pathy and help. 'rhey are, many of them, hearing for the first time of the 
New Way, and shall help be denied them from those who have pledged their 
young hearts to the service of the Savior? Oiring holds a pre-eminent 
place in this work, and the precious alabaster box remain unbroken 
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"od no part be taken in the glorious work of saving the world? It is true 
that " if auy work Is re"llY of God"s giving and he puts it Into our hearts 
either to or into our bands to do, no fe.ar but be will provide 1neans, 
whether metal or mental." 
Let us return to our homes, carefully to look out for ourselves and the i_n· 
terests given into our keeping; prayerfullv to present for thought and ap-
plication subjects that <hail linger in the heart to sanctify and satisfy; con-
scientiously to make the social gatherings such as can be looked back upon 
with profit aud forward to with delight; and earnestly to heed the Macedo-
nhm cry sent out from the North, South, East anu West. The symmetry 
of our organizations will be complete when to every society is added a zeal-
ous miasionary committee who will devote their time and ability to prepare 
and carry out its work. 
